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A B S T R AC T
Space is the subject of this thesis. Mankind’s quest to understand the
impalpable medium known as space has been a remarkable journey. A
journey that has spanned time, culture, and academic persuasion- and
resulted in a multitude of diverse theories.This research is an in-depth,
architectural exploration of six pre-eminent spatial theories that have
emerged in historic and contemporary thought. The exploration
process aims to represent these theories through architecture in a
Euclidean world. Owing to the alternative spatial conceptions being
endowed in properties different from ordinary real world, Euclidean
space, the problem becomes impossible to resolve.
This thesis aims to capture and represent the history of mankind’s
understanding of space in the design of an architectural building.
In doing so, the following questions are addressed:
•

How are architectural representations of spatial concepts
possible?

•

How can spatial theories inform an architectural project?
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INTRODUCTION

Space poses an intriguing and challenging question for mankind.
One’s understanding of space invariably influences one’s wider
understanding of reality and the universe. Since antiquity, the realms
of philosophy and science have engaged with the concept of space
and provided explanations in their own language. Compare this with
the paucity of explanation from the visual world of architecture.
Architectural visualization of spatial theories is not high on the
contemporary agenda.
This research seeks to explore metaphorical representations of various
contemporary and historical spatial conceptions, using architecture as
the medium for representation.
The spatial theories explored include:
1.

Pythagorean Space

2.

Parmenidean Space

3.

Atomist/Galilean Space

4.

Aristotelian Space

5.

Kantian Space

6.

Non-Euclidean Space

1

1 .1 |

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1.2|

S C O P E A N D L I M I TAT I O N S

There are two primary objectives for this project. The first is to

Identifying the scope and addressing the limitations of the work

enlighten and challenge the reader’s common understanding of what

about to be undertaken is particularly pertinent for a project such

space is. The reader’s engagement with this research is hoped to raise

as this. Documentation of the multiple theories of spatial thought

new dialogue and wider thinking in this area.The second objective is

warrants careful consideration of the parameters and limitations to

directed towards the architectural profession. A number of architects

work within.

have been proactive by engaging in contemporary spatial concepts,
SELECTING WHICH SPATIAL THEORIES TO REPRESENT

and exploring these ideas to some extent in their designs.This project
complements the efforts of these architects by provoking discussion
and raising an awareness of alternative theories of space. It is hoped
that fresh dialogue on spatial theory will lead to innovation on the
relationship between spatial concepts and architectural practice.
Probing questions will surface- What is the spatial medium that
architects work with? Do architects create space, or does one merely
define it?
The research outcomes will be presented in the form of an architectural

Space, being a product of philosophical and scientific deliberation, is
a vast and loaded issue that creates passion on all sides of the debate.
Thus, the quantity of literature on this topic is immense. It was simply
not feasible to cover every theory pertaining to space within the
time and parameters of this research project. Some seminal theories
of space were omitted from the project.1 Nevertheless, the six chosen
theories of space are notable and each play a pivotal role in the
history of thought on space.Together, they provide the project with a
balanced, well-rounded overview of the core ideas of space.

building design. The final building will visualize and exhibit the
explorations of various historical and contemporary theories of space.

1

For reasons of sensible limitation, this thesis excludes theological
influences on the concept of space. The Judeo-Christian position has
been omitted from this research. Theological considerations would
introduce another dimension over and beyond the parameters of this
project.

2

3

1.3|

RESEARCH QUESTION

THE PROBLEM WITH THE THEORIES OF SPACE

From empirical observation and subjective experience one can
conclude that human beings live in three-dimensional, Euclidean
space. This validates the claim that alternative spatial theories are
merely intellectual curiosities and do not correspond to the reality of
everyday human affairs. Despite internal consistency in mathematical
and philosophical terms, one cannot realistically expect these fictional
narratives to correspond to reality. For the purposes of this research it
is important to remember this premise.

What are the limits of the metaphorical representations of various
theories of space that can be achieved in architecture?

Understanding the reality of space in this way, highlights the fact that
this thesis is embedded in paradox. How can one represent theories
of space, considering most of them would not actually work in our
world? Owing to the fact that these spatial theories are endowed with
properties that are non-conforming to everyday Euclidean space, it
is impossible to provide an exact spatial representation within the
world.
Taking these limitations into account, this thesis aims to represent six
pre-eminent theories of space in a Euclidean world. Owing to the
nature of the material, precise metaphorical representation of these
theories cannot be provided. There are restrictions and parameters
that need to be taken into account. Thus, this project can only be a study
of the limits of the metaphorical representations of various spatial theories
that can be achieved in architecture. The project examines, through
architectural design, to what extent the different theories of space
can actually be shown.

4

5

2.0

DEFINING THE PROJECT

The following section is primarily focused on providing the reader with
a broad understanding of the history of spatial theory in philosophical
and scientific thought. Over the centuries, a lot of development has
taken place resulting in a multitude of diverse theories and ideas.
Comprehending the core elements of the chosen theories of space is
imperative to one’s grasp of this project. A systematic overview of the
six selected theories will be followed by a summary of spatial theory
exploration in the discipline of architecture.

2 .1 |

OV E R V I E W O F T H E T H E O R I E S O F S PAC E

There are two primary approaches to discussion concerning spatial
theory. The first results from the common everyday experience of
real space- a set of concrete orientations experienced that are directly
accessible to sense perception.1 The description of space here is
limited to the experience of a boundless, three-dimensional expanse
in which matter exists and where events occur. In this sense, space
is usually understood as the precondition of the existence of things.
The second approach concentrates on abstract theories about the
intrinsic nature of what space is, often appearing in scientific and
philosophical literature. This approach comprises multiple theories of
space which are the subject of this thesis.
1

Max Jammer, Concepts of Space:The Histories and Theories of Space in
Physics, Toronto: General Publishing Company, 1993, p.7.

6

7

PYTHAGOREAN THEORY OF SPACE

The Pythagorean School carried out the oldest known

The Pythagorean mathematical world of numbers, ratios, and

At the height of Pythagorean prominence and influence, it is widely

philosophical inquiry into an abstract notion of space

geometry had already been accredited with its own kind of spatiality.

believed that its adherents were unaware of the difference between

during the sixth century BCE. The Pythagoreans’

Mathematical formulas and equations required spatial vacancy

rational and irrational numbers. Pythagoreans held that everything in

theory of space was heavily predicated on their broader

between integers in order to “guarantee the discreteness of individual

the world could be represented by whole numbers. When members

philosophical beliefs. Their wider paradigm held that the prime

numbers.” Classical scholar, W.K.C Guthrie writes that “numbers

of this fraternity discovered the existence of irrational numbers, their

elements of the world were ‘number.’ This School believed that

[were] spatially extended and the void is what [kept] them apart.”

6

system of understanding and ordering the universe collapsed. These

whole numbers constituted the orderly construction and harmony of

Using the same logic, the Pythagoreans applied spatiality to the

numbers had an infinite number of decimal points that could not be

the universe. An example of this is the revolution of heavenly spheres

real-world spatial medium that existed between material objects.

expressed as a fraction- (the square root of two is a prime example) No

around the sun, which could be mathematically determined with

Space was theorised as a limiting agent to physical bodies, endowed

longer could the Pythagorean world be composed of whole numbers.

whole numbers. The Pythagoreans assigned rational numerical values

with pressures and tensions to keep material objects separated and

Pythagorean theory permitted the claim that there would always be

to many objects and ideas, which also included harmonious tones.

apart. Aristotle described the Pythagorean spatial conception as that

some sufficiently small, indivisible unit that could always fit into any

Musical tones were produced when the ratio of lengths of strings on

7

which “separated and divided things that were next to each over.”

length or area of any object in the world. Irrational, incommensurable

an instrument were whole numbers.4 These numerical values, in turn,

To Pythagoras and his followers, space was conceived as a pressure

numbers introduced the counter idea that there were some lengths

“were endowed with mystical and spiritual qualities.”

endowed atmosphere that set frontiers and limits to material objects

that have no common unit of measure.

2

3

5

in it. This pressure endowed atmosphere was often confused with
8

the unlimited and ubiquitous medium of air on the basis of that what
keeps objects apart must inherit some sort of bodily existence. In this
2

W.K.C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy:Volume One,The earlier

sense, space was thought of as a “tenuous form matter,”9 namely air.

Presocratiacs and the Pythagoreans, Cambridge: The Syndics of the
Cambridge University Press, p.277.
3

Fig. 2.1.1 Illustration showing the physical implications of Pythagorean space. Spatial
pressures keep things apart.

“A Brief History of the Pythagorean Theorem,” http://www.geom.
uiuc.edu/~demo5337/Group3/hist.html (accessed 14.09.2012)

4
5

6

Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy:Volume One, p. 280.

(accessed 11.08.2012)

7

Aristotle, Physics. 213b22.

“Pythagorean Theorem,” http://www.geom.uiuc.edu/~demo5337/

8

Jammer, Concepts of Space, p.10.

Group3/hist.html

9

Guthrie, Greek Philosophy:Volume One, p280.

“Pythagoras,” http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Pythagoras.aspx

8

9

PARMENIDES’ THEORY OF SPACE

Following the demise of Pythagorean theory, a radical

Being, therefore it does not exist.”13

new school of thought on spatiality emerged. Greek
philosopher, Parmenides of Elea, contended that one’s

Following the premise that space cannot exist in the world, Parmenides

sense perception of the world did not reflect the world

arrived at the conclusion that the totality of the world is, in truth, a

as it really was. He argued that the only way to comprehend the ‘real

compact plenum of solid matter. There could be no voids, gaps, or

world’ was through logic and reasoning. Parmenides’ compelling

holes (areas not comprised of solid matter) in the world, because

ontological axiom was that “only Being existed.” This meant that

any lack of matter would amount to some presence of ‘non-Being.’

tangible things in the world such as physical materials existed, and

This would contradict Parmenides’ ontological axiom that ‘only

things that were intangible or empty did not exist. Parmenides then

Being existed.’ For this reason, the concept of space was vehemently

applied his logic and reasoning to make deductions about the true

declared as non-existent.

10

nature of reality and the world.
Parmenides’ theory of space had profound implications for the
According to Parmenides, space, being completely devoid of matter,

understanding of reality. Since the world was totally matter-filled,

was perceived as ‘nothing’ and was considered ‘empty.’ Owing to its

there was no space. Without space, there could be no movement

11

‘emptiness,’ space could only be the place where ‘Being’ was not.

(one cannot walk through a medium that is full and solid). In fact,

The logical deduction from Parmenides’ axiom that ‘only Being

every kind of change including birth, aging, and death is rejected

existed,’ meant a strict denial of the immaterial spatial medium

by Parmenidean reasoning. He is adamant that one’s observation of

because it was the place where ‘Being’ was not present. Parmenides’

change are merely illusions of the senses.14 For Parmenides, reality

argument against the existence of space is that it is does not exist

consisted of one, immutable plenum of Being (which is matter).

because it is empty. ” Parmenides maintained that “emptiness is not

Parmenides essentially brought the world to a full-stop, leaving

12

human-beings in an inanimate, ageless, and full world.
10

“The Philosophy of Parmenides and Zeno” www.thebigview.com/
greeks/parmenides (accessed 09.07.2012)

11

Guthrie, Greek Philosophy:Volume One, p.7.

12

Guthrie, Greek Philosophy:Volume One, p. 279.

13

Guthrie, Greek Philosophy:Volume One, p. 7.

14

Ibid., Volume Two, p.33.
Fig 2.1.2 Exploration of Boulle’s Cenotaph for Newton (1784) in a Parmenidean world.The interior space is matter

10

11

Parmenides’ theory denied everything observable in the known
world. However, Parmenides insisted that what one sees is merely
a deception of the senses. He returns to his original premise that
the senses were incapable of comprehending the real world. When
reason and the senses gave contradictory answers to the question:
What is reality?’ Parmenides preferred the answer of reason over that
of empirical observation.15

Parmenides’ conception of a full world
Fig. 2.1.4 Planet Earth according to Parmenides’ theory of space.The world is cast in concrete.

Fig. 2.1.3 Illustration showing a human being occupying a solid
plenum of matter (there is no space in Parmenides’ world).

15

Guthrie, Greek Philosophy:Volume One, p. 5.

12

13

THE ATOMISTS’ CONCEPTION OF EMPTY SPACE

The central tenet of the atomists’ spatial conception was

in empty, infinite space. The atomists declared that empty space was

‘empty space.’ It took the daring ingenuity of ancient

just as real as hard, impenetrable matter and that empty space was

Greek thinkers, Leucippus and Democritus, to escape the

an infinite receptacle for material objects. Empty space could be

perturbing conclusions drawn from Parmenides’ claims.

occupied by atoms, and could also remain empty.18 This spatial theory

At the time, the Parmenidean theory was holding predominant sway

also endowed the property of existing over and above matter. The

and forcing unpalatable conclusions for reality.

existence of empty space would be retained even when the bodies it

space is an infinite void
atoms move around
in the void

contained were removed.
The atomists essentially posited for a change from monism to
pluralism,16 by arguing that the world consisted of many parts rather

The atomists’ premise of the existence of empty space introduced

than being one entity. They argued that ‘movement’ was actually real,

a new conception of reality. Something could now be real without

and presented their observations of the phenomenon of motion as a

necessarily having to be a body. This position was a major paradox

strong case to argue for the existence of empty space. If movement

in the concept of space. It engendered rich dialogue and searching

was real, then an empty spatial medium must exist to allow for bodily

questions in scholarly thought. Was empty space totally derived of

movement. Hence, the atomists assumed solid matter and infinite

material bodies something or not? 19 Was an empty world possible?

empty space as their two ultimate principles. The universe was now

Ontological dangers follow if one claims that empty space exists.

theorized as the full and the empty. (Parmenides had earlier held that

Empty space is ‘nothing,’ and to claim that it exists, essentially means

the universe was only the full.)

that nothing exists. One commentator warns that asserting that non-

17

x 1,000,000 times

existent things (i.e., empty space) exist, in turn, threatens to burden
The core idea of the atomist position was that empty space/

ontology with “unicorns and wife-burdened bachelors.”20

vacuum was possible and in-fact existed in the world. Contrary to
Parmenides’ point of view, the atomists set matter free and let it loose
16
17

18

R.W.Sellars, “Space and Time”, The Monist Vol. 30, No.3 (1920), 339.

19

Edward Grant, Much ado about Nothing:Theories of space and vacuum

Graham Nerlich, The Shape of Space, New York: Cambridge

from the Middle Ages to the Scientific Revolution, Cambridge: Press

University Press, 1994, p.1.

Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, 1981, p.11.

John E. Boodin, “Space and Reality,” The Journal of Philosophy,

20

Psychology and Scientific Method, Vol. 3, No.20 (1906), 533.

Peter L. Health, “Nothing,” http://www.nothing.com/Heath.html

Fig. 2.1.5 Schematic illustration showing the
atomists’ conception of empty space

Atomistic view of space.(the atom and the void)
space beomes an infinite receptacle for bodies

(accessed 27.09.2012)

14
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EUCLID’S GEOMETRY AND EUCLIDEAN SPACE

Greek Mathematician Euclid’s famous treatise, The

homogenous medium.This means that between any two given points

Elements, was written in the 3rd century B.C.The treatise

in space, there can be only one straight line drawn that connects both

contained thirteen books on two-dimensional and three-

points. Being a homogenous medium, also meant that the distance

dimensional geometry which summarised mankind’s

measured between point ‘A’ to point ‘B’ in space, would always be

entire geometrical knowledge up until the 3rd century B.C. Book

equal to the distance measured between point ‘B’ to point ‘A.’

I, outlined the fundamentals of two-dimensional geometry and
included the theories of triangles, parallels and area.21 Euclid begins

Euclidean geometry essentially provided a geometrical description of

Book I with numerous geometrical definitions which are followed

what space in the universe was like, without directly relating to physics.

by five primary postulates/axioms. Postulates were obvious truths in

In essence, Euclidean geometry provided philosophers and scientists

geometry such as ‘all right angles are congruent. His five postulates

with a well-defined, mathematical underlay for their plethora of

were then applied in propositions where each axiom was proven true.

physical theories of space developed up until the nineteenth century.

This geometrical knowledge became widely recognized as Euclidean

The atomists’ position on space is the closest conforming theory to

geometry.

Euclid’s understanding of space. Both theories posit an infinite, three-

22

dimensional expanse, and consider space to exist independently of
Euclid always limited his discussions of the world solely to geometry.

the material bodies it contains.

In spite of his lack of discussion on space, the three-dimensional
medium he described with his geometry, and which his geometry
assumed, later became known as Euclidean space. The Euclidean
conception of space was considered as a never-ending, threedimensional expanse that could contain infinite lines, planes, and

Fig. 2.1.6 Schematic illustration showing Euclidean space and its three
dimensions. Note: Coordinate systems like these were developed centuries after
Euclid. However, they were still developed from Euclid’s geometry.

solid objects. Euclidean space also endowed the property of being a
21

Fig. 2.1.7 Euclidean parallel lines meet in infinity

“Euclid’s Elements,” http://aleph0.clarku.edu/~djoyce/java/ele
ments/toc.html. (accessed 18.09.2012)

22

“Euclid’s Postulates,” http://mathworld.wolfram.com/EuclidsPostu
lates.html (accessed 16.09.2012)

16
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ARISTOTLE’S DENIAL OF SPACE

Aristotle’s philosophical approach was the back-bone

Aristotle rejected the concept of a spatial medium on two fronts.

Space then, for Aristotle, can only be vaguely conceived “as the sum

to the understanding of the world for over 1800 years

His first line of reasoning claimed that space could not be empty.

total of all places occupied by bodies.”27 But because places are always

up until the 17th century. Aristotle intentions were to

Aristotle cautiously sidestepped the atomist position on space to

full and occupied by physical bodies, this does not leave the universe

replace Plato’s mathematical explanation of the world

avoid undermining his own system and understanding of physics.

with a spatial medium for human-beings to live and dwell in. Thus,

(Platonic Forms) with a biological paradigm. For Aristotle, all things

Allowing a vacuum to occur would mean that bodies could move

in Aristotle’s conception of reality, the existence of space is denied in

in the world consisted of physical matter which did not possess any

through the universe at an infinite speed (because there is nothing in

its entirety.

properties. Rather, physical matter inherited ‘essences’- (essences

space to provide frictional resistance). A body moving at an infinite

are defined as ‘that-what-it-is-to-be-that-thing.’) All that existed in

speed along a line would mean that the body is everywhere along

Aristotle’s philosophical approach to spatial understanding was

Aristotle’s world was physical matter and its essence. Each physical

the line at the same time. Aristotle concluded that nature does not

immensely prominent and influential in scholarly thought and

entity/thing (and its essence) had its own location within the world.

allow vacuum to exist by stating, “where there in nothing to cleave

cultures world-wide up until the 16th century.

This way of understanding reality had radical implication for the

[no resistance medium to cut path through]... all bodies will move at

concept of space.

the same velocity; which is impossible.”25 His second line of reasoning
emphatically denied that space could be physical matter. If this were

Aristotle’s physics did not assume the existence of a spatial medium.

so, then space would take on its own essence/properties and would

Instead, it operated with a concept of ‘place’ which described an

need to occupy its own position in the world (because it would now

object’s position within the totality of a matter-filled world. This

be something).The untenable conclusion meant that material objects

was similar to Parmenides’ position. All material things in the world

and space would occupy the same place simultaneously.26 According

had their own ‘places.’ For Aristotle, space does not exist; only places

to Aristotle, this was a logical impossibility.

exist, into which physical things move and occupy. A material body’s
concave surface of its outermost boundary constituted its place.23 All
places are contained in the totality of the world.24
23
24

Jammer, Concepts of Space, p.70.
Branko Mitrovic,“Leon Battista Alberti and the Homogeneity of
Space,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 64 (2004).

25

Aristotle, Physics, IV, 4, 216 a 20.

p.429.

26

Mitrovic, “Homogeneity of Space,” p. 429.

18

27

Jammer, Concepts of Space, p.78.

19

GALILEO’S REVIVAL OF SPACE

In the wake of the new era of science, the concept of space

This theory posed the same problem for ontology as the atomist’

re-emerged from its eighteen centuries of hibernation in

theory did. Absolute space was totally devoid of matter, and to

Aristotleanism. Galileo was responsible for inaugurating

theorise that it existed, essentially meant ‘nothing’ existed.

experimental physics in the early 17th century. His works
included describing the mathematics behind the laws of physics in

Sharing common ground with the atomist theory, the Galilean/

the universe. Galileo essentially changed the ‘object’ of physics from

Newtonian position on space also relates significantly to Euclid’s

biology, as embraced by Aristotleanism, to the study of physical events

mathematical conception of space. Parallel lines could extend

and movement. This lead to a revision of spatial thought and how

infinitely in both spatial conceptions and space was theorized as a

it might be integrated into the contemporary laws of Newtonian

homogenous medium.

physics.
Galileo took over the atomists’ conception of empty space from one of
the later Greek followers of the atomist persuasion, Epicurus. Galileo
then developed and added complexity to this spatial conception.28
This eventually culminated in Newton’s concept of absolute space.
The basic tenets of absolute space remained similar to the atomists’
empty space. Absolute space articulated an infinite, three-dimensional
medium that contained and permeated all material objects and
allowed for bodily movement. Absolute space was theorized to play
the role of ‘container’ for material objects and had an independent
existence from material bodies. Absolute space would be retained in
the universe, even if all material objects were taken away.

28

Jammer, Concepts of Space, p.xvi.

20
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KANT’S REJECTION OF SPACE IN THE EXTERNAL WORLD

The theories of space surveyed hitherto have wrestled

Kant’s philosophical principle was that objects can be known only

human cognitive apparatus used for arranging our perceptions of the

with the premise that either: some kind of empty space

insofar as they are objects of possible experience. Since space is

external world.32 Space was no longer an object of perception, but

exists, or that space is denied and the world becomes a

constitutive of our experience, one cannot quite talk about what

was a mode of perceiving objects.33 Kant labelled the part of the

plenum of matter. Immanuel Kant subscribed to neither

is ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ the mind. Therefore, it was difficult to know

human cognitive apparatus that dealt with this process, Anschauung.

of these positions. He developed a theory that proposed a new and

whether or not the regularities experienced in the natural, external

unfamiliar approach to space.

world were properties that really belonged to those orderly objects

Kant’s mental spatial matrix operated with three-dimensional

observed in the world. Particularly if one could not prove that the

Euclidean geometry, which served to delimit one’s possible experience

Kant’s “Critique of Pure Reason” was published in 1781. It presented

external world actually existed. Kant argued that regularities did not

of the external world. The human Anschauung would not allow one

the theory of mankind’s knowledge, paying particular regard to its

belong to external objects in themselves, but rather, were the result

to imagine the natural world as a complete rhapsody because one’s

origin and limits. Of particular interest to Kant was the problem

of a human cognitive process which ‘imprinted’ these regularities on

perception of it was always imprinted with the regularities and limits

of explaining why the “limits of the human imagination were also

one’s experience of the world. This process allowed one’s perceptions

of Euclidean geometry. This spatial matrix is precisely what Kant

regularities of the [observable] world?” Regularities prevent nature

of the external world to correlate with the limits of one’s thinking

believed provided the regularities in the world. It also gave an answer

and the world from becoming a completely random rhapsody. So

and imagination. We cannot experience things independently of our

to his question - ‘why are there correlations between thinking and the

why do these regularities (that which controls order in nature) exist?

ability to know of them.

world?’ The real, external world, may in fact be a complete rhapsody,

29

31

For example, why is it not possible to visualise two straight lines

but the Kantian mental spatial matrix does not allow human-beings

intercepting each over twice, or conceive of two physical bodies

For Kant, space and time were the two preconditions required for

to perceive it in this manner. (Let alone know if the external world

being in the same place at once?30 The correlation lies in the fact that

human’s perception of the external world. Kant clearly stated that

even exists!)

these are events that cannot be imagined, nor can they occur in the

space was the principle of organisation of our sense experience. Kant

observable world. Kant’s central question became, ‘why is there such

based his theory on the premise that space was an a priori precondition

Along with the Parmenidean and Aristotelian theories of space, the

correlation between regularities of thinking and of the world?’ Kant’s

of perception. He argued that the human cognitive apparatus organised

observer is left to speculate what a ‘non-spatial reality’ would be like.

answer to this important question had significant implications for the

one’s perceptions of the external world into three-dimensional space

A ‘non-spatial reality’ where one does not occupy, nor dwell, in a

concept of space.

and time. According to his reasoning, space was not an object that

spatial medium..

29

Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, New York: Princeton

existed physically in the world, but rather was a pure matrix that the

Architectural Press, 2011. p.80.
30

Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, p. 80.
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Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, p. 80.
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Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, p. 81.
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Michael Hensel, Achim Menges, Christopher Hight, Space Reader:
Heterogeneous Space in Architecture, New York: Wiley, 2009. p.19.
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20TH CENTURY UNDERSTANDING OF SPACE: EINSTEIN AND CURVED SPACE

Einstein’s theory of relativity was published in the early

Owing to gravity and the curvature of space, the shape of Einstein’s

20th century. It invigorated debate and development

space-time fabric behaves differently to the familiar geometry of

in spatial thought and practice. Einstein’s theory of

Euclid.

relativity functioned as an umbrella incorporating space,
time, and gravity into a single, malleable fabric called space-time.
Taking the image of a stretched piece of elastic fabric, space-time
extended infinitely throughout the universe and was distorted by the
material objects it contained. In this way, the shape of space would
be determined by its content of matter.34 A major breakthrough in
this theory was the discovery that gravity could be explained as the
bending of the space-time fabric itself. Heavy bodies contained in the
space-time fabric caused it to warp and curve into strange, deformed
Fig. 2.1.8 Sequence of illustrations showing a physical body warping the space-time fabric.

shapes. These strange shapes of space constituted gravitational forces.
Einstein’s space-time fabric was comprised of a material known as
quantum foam. In this sense, space is essentially viewed as matter.
It is rarefied (i.e., low density), and therefore not to the extremes of
Parmenides’ proposal. Space is a real living, dynamic medium in the
universe.35 It plays powerfully and is actively changing shape, which
has a profound impact on the nature of reality.

34

Douglas R. Hofstadter: Gödel, Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid,
New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1979. p. 100.

35

Fig. 2.1.9 Illustration comparing curved space and flat space.
Note the difference in the way shapes appear on each surface.

Nerlich, The Shape of Space, p.3.
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NON-EUCLIDEAN SPACE

Euclidean geometry was the only known geometry for over 2000

Line 1
A

years since its inception, circa 3rd century B.C. During the 19th
Century, a new kind of geometry called ‘non-Euclidean’ started to

The development of non-Euclidean geometry lead to a new set of
mathematical theorems and spatial conception which pointed to a

If ‘A’ + ‘B’ < 180 degrees, line 1 and line 2 will meet on this side

Given point 1
Parallel line

different kind of world- a non-Euclidean world.

be explored and developed. Euclid’s troublesome fifth geometrical

Given line 1

postulate- the parallel postulate- was the point of departure for the

B

study on this new, non-Euclidean geometry.

Line 2

Despite common knowledge that non-Euclidean geometry could
never actually be experienced in the real, empirical world, it did

Fig. 2.1.11 Euclidean geometry: Only one parallel line through a single point to a given line

provide some scientists with a better understanding of the way space
Euclid’s fifth parallel postulate stated that:

Fig. 2.1.10 Illustration explaining Eulcid’s fifth postulate

behaved in the universe. Since Lobachevski’s starting premises were
different to Euclid’s, non-Euclidean theorems do not correspond to

“[In two-dimensional geometry] if a straight line crossing two straight lines

Euclid’s fifth postulate puzzled mathematicians for centuries. No

makes the interior angles on the same side less than two right angles, the

doubt owing to the fact that this axiom seemed less obvious than

two straight lines, if extended indefinitely, meet on that side on which are the

Euclid’s other four postulates, his final postulate appeared to be

Euclidean space describes our world where there is only one straight

angles less than the two right angles.”36

convoluted.

line that can be drawn between two given points. Contemporary

Multiple parallel lines through the given point

everyday experience.

Given point 1

non-Euclidean space describes a fictional (mathematical) world
This postulate can be simplified into the following sentence:

After many attempts to prove that Euclid’s fifth postulate followed

where an infinite number of straight lines can be drawn between two

on from his previous four had failed, Russian mathematician Nikolai

given points. The later geometry would have uneasy implications for

“Through a point not on a line, there is no more than one line parallel to the

Lobachevsky attempted to see what would happen if he assumed the

reality.

[given] line.”

opposite. What would happen if one assumed that it was possible to

36

“Euclidean and Non-Euclidean Geometry,” http://regentsprep.

Given line 1

Fig. 2.1.12 Non-Euclidean geometry: Multiple parallel lines can pass through
a single point to a given line

draw multiple parallel lines through a single point to a given straight

If one assumes that the space of the world is non-Euclidean, one is

line?37 When the calculations from this experiment were proved

also assuming that two straight lines can intercept each over twice.

mathematically consistent, it was then concluded that Euclid’s fifth

They are also assuming that an object cannot rotate in space without

true that Non-Euclidean theorems are perfectly valid mathematically,

postulate could be effectively replaced with one of its negations- that

physical deformation.38 It is clear that the deductions made from

however they offer no pathway to visualization in a three-dimensional,

multiple parallel lines could be drawn between two points in space.

non-Euclidean geometry are contrary to our intuition of space. It is

Euclidean world.

org/Regents/math/geometry/GG1/Euclidean.htm (accessed,
30.04.2012)
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Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, p. 55.
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Hershenson, Visual Space Perception, p.3.
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2.2|

T R A D I T I O N O F S PAT I A L E X P LO R AT I O N S I N
ARCHITECTURE

This section seeks to place the project within an architectural tradition

In the latter half of the 19th century, the negation of Euclid’s

of spatial thought and exploration.

parallel postulate introduced a new type of geometrical principle
to mathematics. This resulted in an alternative spatial conception,

Throughout history, the architectural world has been fascinated

which pointed to a different kind of world (a non-Euclidean world).

and influenced by various scientific and philosophical theories of

The mathematical discovery of non-Euclidean and n-dimension

space. Contemporary architecture has, to some extent, attempted

spaces motivated fresh thinking and dialogue in architectural circles

to engage with philosophical/scientific understandings of space

concerned with spatial theory. Contemporary architects who were

through realized building projects, architects’ manifestos, and modern

connected to mathematical schools were heavily influenced by these

theoretical ideologies.

new findings. They made serious attempts to implement aspects of
these new spatial concepts into their architectural designs. Of notable

Up until the 19th century, Euclidean geometry provided the primary

participation in this movement, were the early twentieth century

underlying framework for the development of architectural notions

avant-garde architects.

about space. Space has been predominately theorised in architectural
academia as a three-dimensional, uniformly-extensive-medium that
was to be shaped and moulded in various ways.39 Working with space
in architectural terms involved dealing with the power of volumes
and their interaction, the hollowing out of interior space, or the
relationships between interior and exterior space.40 This mode of
thinking owed much to the scientific/philosophical understanding of
the era where the geometry of space was known as Euclidean.

39

Bernard Tschumi, Questions of Space: Lectures on Architecture, Bernard
Tschumi and the Architectural Association, 1990. p. 33.

40
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Tschuni, Questions of Space, p.33.
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Theo van Doesburg and Cornelis van Eesteren’s Maison d’Artiste

also implemented into the built spaces of the exhibition.The internal

was conceived in Paris in 1923. The design attempted to implement

wall surfaces were made up of slatted black and white vertical panels

the concept of four-dimensional space in its formal composition.

in order to create a “shimmering, optical effect as the visitor moved

This was owing to the architects’ preoccupation with n-dimensional

through the room.”43 Lissitzky wanted the exhibition viewer to play

geometry and the fourth dimension. A clear visual relationship can be

an active role in the experience of the art. Sliding frames around the

seen between the building’s spatial planning and the four-dimensional

exhibition allowed for the viewing of different work.44

tesseract cube. The over-extended planes used throughout the overall

Fig. 2.2.5 Interior view of Abstract Cabinet
showing panels and sliding frames

composition suggest movement and implies the (fourth) timedimension. Furthermore, the architects published statements about

Fig 2.2.1 Maison d’Artiste model

the design intentions in their manifestos. These statements indicated

Macros Novak’s spatial explorations in the virtual, immaterial
world introduced a different approach to the work of the avant-

Fig 2.2.2 Drawing showing similarities
between house and 4-d tesseract cube

garde architects. In his recent work, “Transarchitectures,” Novak

that the tesseract cube was utilized as a “formal analogy and as an

explored a new world of forms and spaces created as a “result of

artistic concept.”

projective transformations of four-dimensional objects into a three-

41

dimensional space by using digital media design.”45 Novak operated
Russian architect, El Lissitzky, was another dominant player in the

with mathematical algorithms and used these to script n-dimensional,

new spatial explorations of the 20th century. El Lissitzky’s design

Fig. 2.2.6 “Transarchitectures”

virtual spaces inside a computer system. These higher-dimensional

for an Abstract Cabinet in 1927 functioned as a display room for

spaces were translated back into three-dimensional Euclidean space.

abstract art.This work represented a further attempt to allude to four-

The result fostered new and exciting physical forms and theoretical

dimensional space in architecture. In the axonometric drawing of the

ideas.

Fig 2.2.3 3-d model of
a 4-d tesseract cube

exhibition space, “all sides of the tri-dimensional object [could] be
seen at the same time.”42 This abstract notion of n-dimensions was
41

Bojan Tepavcevic, “Mathematical Concepts of Space in 		
Contemporary Architecture,” in Nexus P.H.D Day: Relationship

Fig. 2.2.4 Axonometric drawing of the
Abstract Cabinet exhibition

“A Historical Survey of Experiments in Exhibition Design, (accessed
16.09.2012) http://lulu101.typepad.com/exhibition_design/files/a_

Fig 2.2.7 “Transarchitectures”

between Architecture and Mathematics, ed. Michela Rossi, Milano:
42

43

history_of_exhibits.pdf

Paolo Roncoroni, 2012, p.84.

44

“Experiments in Exhibition Design.”

Tepavcevic. “Mathematical Concepts of Space,” p.83.

45

Tepavcevic. “Mathematical Concepts of Space,” p.84.
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There are examples of architectural works which implement

generate the building’s overall form.47 After these transformations

mathematical principles of space.The Moebius Band and Klein Bottle

were implemented, the building’s form intercepted and overlapped

are two unusual types of spatial objects that today’s architects use

on itself to create internal and external spaces that separate and

in their designs. Both of these models endow curious mathematical

compress. This resulted in a striking architectural form, while the

properties which make them different to objects normally found in
a Euclidean world. These kinds of unusual mathematical models are

Fig. 2.2.11 Mobius House conception
development image. (Mobius Band)

Fg. 2.2.8 Moebius Band- a never ending surface

shape still visually related to the endless, unified geometry of the
original Moebius Band.

of particular interest to modern architects as they offer new spatial
relationships and configurations.46

The Mobius House, designed by UN Studio in 1998, was another
sculptural building based on principles of the Moebius Band. The

Fig. 2.2.10 Mobius House model

The Moebius Band has two peculiar spatial properties. It is a two-

Moebius model, employed in the house, lent a continuous spatial

dimensional flat object, yet can only exist in three-dimensional

quality which “interlaced the different movements and activities

space. It also only has one surface. Normally, when a flat plane is

of the family.”48 The dynamic spaces within the building, coupled

imagined, it is associated with a top surface and a bottom surface.

with movements of everyday living, were categorized as a ‘space-

However, for the Moebius Band, only one surface exists on the entire

time’ relationship.49 Similarly, the same architects utilized the

distorted, two-dimensional object. This is a very unusual property

Moebius principles into their more recent Mercedes Benz Museum

for a Euclidean object to have. The single, continuous surface on the

in Stuttgart. Completed in 2006, the architects used the double-

Moebius Band proves that it is an infinite, never-ending surface. For

Fig. 2.2.12 Mercedes Benz Museum

this reason, architects often use the Moebius Band as a metaphorical
representation of the idea of infinity.
Peter Eisenman’s Max Reinhardt Haus, planned for Berlin in 1992,

helix model. This is a more complex type of Mobius Band. It was
implemented to organise the building’s endless circulation paths
through the museum. The mathematical model employed in the

Fig. 2.2.9 Max Reinhardt Haus and Moebius principles.

used three simple operations performed on the Moebius Band to
46

Fig. 2.2.13 Mercedes Benz Museum sectional
view

47

“Max Reinhardt Haus Project,” (accessed 15.09.2012), http://www.

48

“Mobius House in Amsterdam, by Ben van Berkel,” http://storiesof

moma.org/collection/object.php?object_id=91592

“Klein Bottle house/McBride Charles Ryan” http://www.archdaily.

houses.blogspot.co.nz/2006/09/mbius-house-in-amsterdam-by-ben-

com/7952/klein-bottle-house-mcbride-charles-ryan (accessed

van.html (accessed 16.09.2012)

16.09.2012).

49
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Falk Jaeger, UNStudio, Berlin: Jovis, 2009. p.76.

design allowed for continuous movement between open and closed

A significant percentage of contemporary architects would admit

build in a Euclidean space. It is necessary to highlight that alternative

spaces. One commentator paid tribute to the mathematical principles

to having difficulty designing spaces that conform to alternative

spatial theories, such as non-Euclidean space, can only be present

used. He also noted that the museum visitors found themselves

spatial conceptions. They would concede that it might be possible to

in architecture metaphorically. Architects cannot use non-Euclidean

“immersed in a continuous movement of shifting orientations and

‘implement’ a limited number of aspects of alternative spatial theories

space in the same way as they use squares and triangles.They can only

crossed viewpoints.”50

into their works. Regardless, a small number of architects went further.

allude to them.54

They asserted that the spaces in their designs actually corresponded
The Klein Bottle is a physical representation of a mathematical model

to alternative types of geometry that were different to the familiar,

In spite of the impossibility of built architecture operating outside

of a four-dimensional object. The Klein Bottle can best be described

three-dimensional geometry of Euclid.This trend became particularly

Euclidean space, the dialogue and discussion on this topic continues.

as a proper, four-dimensional object. However, owing to the three-

prominent during the 19th and 20th centuries. The turning point

Contemporary architectural authors, such as Bernard Tshumi, are also

dimensional nature of the universe, the Klein Bottle cannot exist

was the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry in mathematical and

interested in scientific/philosophical spatial conceptions. Although

without self-intersections. When immersed in three-dimensional

philosophical schools of thought. Certain architects confused their

not fully understood from a scientific standpoint, space is the core

space, the Klein Bottle has no boundaries, nor does it have an inside or

clients by referring to particular spatial concepts in order to promote

constituent of architecture. In his seminal essay entitled “Questions of

outside surfaces. Everything is continuous, similar to the Mobius Strip.

themselves and justify their own design decisions or personal aesthetic

Space,” Tschumi raised profound questions in architectural thought-

Australian architects, McBride-Charles-Ryan, explored the Klein

principles. Architects who took philosophical/scientific ideas about

“If architecture is the art of making space distinct, is it also the art of

Bottle in their design for a private holiday house in 2008. Although

space, without properly understanding the theories were a little naive.

stating the precise nature of space?”55

not making any claims of correlation to four-dimensional space, the

It was not always clear that the architect, who claimed that they were

51

53

architects state that “this strategy [Klein Bottle] has unlocked a new

Fig. 2.2.15 Klein Bottle

series of relationships and sequential spatial experiences.

Fig. 2.2.14 Klein Bottle House Model

50

“Mobius House in Amsterdam.”

51

“What is a Klein Bottle,” (accessed 16.09.2012) http://www.klein

The statements and claims made by these architects were often
misguided. They were a glaring contradiction to the reality that
architects operate in a world that is Euclidean. One cannot design
and build a non-Euclidean house because we live, design for, and

bottle.com/whats_a_klein_bottle.htm
52

designing a house in ‘non-Euclidean space’, would have more than
a limited understanding of what non-Euclidean space actually was.

52

54

“Klein Bottle House,” (accessed 16.09.2012) http://www.mc

Robin Evans, The Projective Cast: Architecture at Its Three Geometries,
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1995, p.349.

bridecharlesryan.com.au/#/projects/klein-bottle-house/

53
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Tepavcevic. “Mathematical Concepts of Space,” p.85.
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Tschumi, Questions of Space, p.33.

3.0

R E S E A R C H M E T H O D O LO G Y

The literature from the fields of physics, philosophy, and architecture
will serve the next stage of this thesis. This following stage is labelled
‘research by design.’
The research by design phase of this project is separated into two
chapters.
Chapter 4.0 is the first stage of the design. It explores the theories
of space through physical model making and drawing exercises.
The exploration process aims to abstract the metaphorical spatial
representations into forms that can be architecturalised later in
Chapter 5.0.
Chapter 5.0 comprises the architectural development of the project.
It involves implementing the spatial explorations in Chapter 4.0 into
an architectural building design. This addresses how the theories of
space can inform an architectural project.
These chapters explore metaphorical representation of spatial theories.
Later they will be referred to and will assist critical evaluation.
This assessment will help determine the feasibility of architectural
representations of the theories of space.

36
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4.0

D E S I G N PA R T O N E
		
E X P LO R AT I O N O F S I X
T H E O R I E S O F S PAC E

This chapter presents my exploration of the six pre-eminent
theories of space through physical modelling and design exercises.
The literature findings from the previous chapter inform the spatial
explorations.
Each theory of space comprises properties which constitute its
most fundamental aspects. To represent all properties within the
theory would mean to create the actual space itself. This is clearly
an impossible task within the pre-given, Euclidean space in which
we all operate. This exploration thus can only attempt to represent a
selected number of properties per theory. In this way the architectural
outcome can only be an exploration into the properties of, (rather an
objective illustration of), the various theories of space.
For each spatial exploration:
•  The selected properties to explore architecturally are listed.
•  Physical exploration models are discussed.  

38
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4.1|

PYTHAGOREAN THEORY OF SPACE

“Pythagorean mathematics, derived from geometry and numbers, was applied
to the real world spatial medium that existed between physical objects. In
this way, space served as the limiting agent between bodies, endowed with
pressures and tensions to keep things separated and apart.” (Author’s
abstraction)
SPATIAL PROPERTIES TO EXPLORE ARCHITECTURALLY

1.

Space as a medium that separates objects.

2.

Space setting frontiers and limits to objects contained in it.

3.

Pressures and tensions in space

Fig. 4.1.4 Pythagorean Model: Spatial
separation

Fig. 4.1.1 Pythagorean Model exploring spatial separation

The architectural language of separation provided the starting point
Fig. 4.1.5 Pythagorean Model: Limits and
frontiers

for the exploration of Pythagorean space. The first theoretical model
[figure 4.1.1] investigates disconnection between two faceted planes
coming together. The two forms are composed in a way that visually

[Figure 4.1.5] explores the property of

emphasises the gap of separation- the cardboard planes do not

frontiers to bodies contained in it. A material body was inserted

physically touch or connect. A similar way of articulating the spatial
separation is explored in model two [figure 4.1.2]. An inner, solid
form penetrates through a larger, outer shell creating a strong sense of

space setting limits and

into a skeletal framework. The framework metaphorically represents
Fig 4.1.2 Pythagorean Model One- Exploring
separation between two solid forms

separation between the forms. [Figure 4.1.4] explores an inhabitant

Fig 4.1.3 Pythagorean Model Two- Exploring
separation between two solid forms

a property of Pythagorean space by limiting the expansion of the
material body contained within.
Fig. 4.1.6 Pythagorean Model: Architecturalizing spatial separation

circulating around a path embedded into the outer shell. Note the
visitor is always separated from the internal solid form by the void
space in between.
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Top Right_ Fig. 4.1.7 Pythagorean model_
Gravity separating two forms.
Mid Right_ Fig. 4.1.8 Pythagorean pullapart box one: Pressurized space inside.
Mid Left_ Fig. 4.1.9 Pythagorean parabolic
forms: Human occupation
Bottom_ Fig. 4.1.10 Pythagorean pull-apart
box two: Parabolic forms inside.

Spatial pressures were explored with hand-held, pull-apart boxes.
[Figure 4.1.8] explores a box consisting of two parts. The parts are
separated by a spring loaded mechanism, which prevents the parts
from touching when squeezed together. This is a tactile/physical
representation of pressurized space. The spatial medium between the
boxes acts as a limiting agent, keeping the parts apart.The second ‘pullapart’ box [figure 4.1.10] reveals two opposing convex (parabolic)
forms. Although this exploration does not represent pressure on a
tangible level, the parabolic forms visually allude to repelling fields
and are metaphorical representations of pressurized space. [Figure
4.1.9] shows the strong transition between compressed and expansive
spaces when two parabolic forms come together.
Figure [figure 4.1.11] explores the physical implications that would
occur in a pressurized spatial medium. The immediate surrounding
space is inverted into solid forms which are then filled with pressure.
The pressurized solids are then converted back into space which
allows the intangible space to be endowed with pressure. In this way,
a pressure-filled atmosphere is produced. One can see the pressures
compressing and deforming the solid object. This also happens with
tensions in space, as seen in figure (next).
Figure [figure 4.1.12] explores a tensile membrane material stretched
around a barbed substructure. The interior space created feels

Fig 4.2.12 Pythagorean spatial exploration.Tensile membrane
Fig. 4.1.11 Pythagorean space endowed with pressure/tension

tensioned- the visitor can see forces acting through the stretched
membrane.
42
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4.2|

PARMENIDIAN THEORY OF SPACE

“Parmenides’ compelling argument that ‘nothing exists besides Being’
shaped his theory of space which denied the existence of space in the
universe. He asserted that the universe was a compact and motionless
plenum of matter, grounded in a single entity.” (Author’s abstraction)

SPATIAL PROPERTIES TO EXPLORE ARCHITECTURALLY

1.

Space is matter

2.

(Space) matter, and (physical) matter are one entity 		
(interlocked together)

3.

Fullness in the world

4.

Everything is unchanging. (Lasting)

In order to show the Parmenidian property of space as matter,

Above Left_Fig. 4.2.4 Exploring material and lighting to illude to matter from space

simulation techniques and optical manipulatation were drawn on.

Above Right_Fig. 4.2.5 Exploring shadows to illude object from space

Figures 40-46 are attempts to simulate solid, three-dimensional
matter out of a mere spatial medium. The effects of artificial lighting

Fig. 4.2.1 Initial charcoal drawing exploring how Parmenidian space could be visualized.

Dutch artist, M.C. Escher’s Convex and Concave drawing inspired

techniques help create the illusion of a three-dimensional, solid

this way of simulating solid objects out of space. Escher’s architectural

object in space. These explorations were aimed at ‘tricking’ visitors

forms can be seen as both convex and concave shapes depending on

into perceiving convex solid objects out of concave, hollow spaces.

the viewer’s perspective. In the same way, the Parmenidian spatial

This a reversible process.When the observer’s position in space alters,

representation can be seen as both matter and space, alluding to the

their perception of the architecture switches from object to space.

property that space is matter and vice versa. This technique has also

The observer becomes aware that the perceived solid is merely an
illusion- the solid object was really space.

Below Right_Fig. 4.2.6 Exploring shadows cast to illude objects from space

Fig. 4.2.2 Convex/concave by M.C Escher.
Parts of the drawing switche between object
(convex) and space (concave).
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Fig. 4.2.3 James Turrell, “Afrum (White)
exhibition.

been applied in the third dimension by American artist, James Turrell
[figure 4.2.3].
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The second Parmenidean property explored involves demonstrating
how matter and space (space is also matter) interlock each other to
create one entity. [Figure 4.2.7] shows two individual objects where
one represents space and the other matter.These bodies share common
external contours and thus interlock each other without leaving any
gaps of emptiness in between their connection. The interconnected
forms show that matter and space constitute one, solid plenum of
matter.
Boulle’s Cenotaph for Newton [figure 4.2.8] was used to demonstrate
this property. The interior space is completely filled with matter,
which is then removed to show that matter and space are identical
entities. This also recalls Parmenides’ premise that everything in the
world is full. According to this premise, the interior space in Boulle’s
Cenotaph cannot be empty.
[Figure 4.2.9] represents the Parmenidean spatial property of ‘fullness
in the world.’ The pull-apart box reveals that everything inside the

Top_ 4.2.8 Boulle’s Cenotaph for Newton in a Parmenidian World.The interior space is matter
Above_ Fig. 4.2.9 Parmenidian pull-apart box revealing ‘fullness’ in space

box is full. The two halves of the box tightly interlock representing
the tenet that no part of the world can be empty.

Fig. 4.2.7 Parmenidian model showing that matter and
matter interlocking to create one entity
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Fig 4.2.10 Parmenidian ‘two forms’ model

Figure 4.2.12 is a model of one object penetrating through another.
This is an attempt to highlight the co-existence of the two objects
in the same place. The model seeks to display the property that
‘everywhere in the world is full.‘ Note that this model does not
achieve its quality of fullness through matter existing on top of matter.
(These representations aren’t overly helpful because they prohibit one
from actually occupying the ‘full’ space). Rather, this model is more
of an abstract representation of fullness, where two permeable and

Fig 4.2.11 Parmenidian ‘continuous’ model

[Figure 4.2.11] takes inspiration from the Moebius Band. Owing
to the continuous, unchanging nature of Parmenidian reality, this
model explores continuous surfaces in an abstract manner. One could
follow the path around the model and always end up at the start.
This metaphorically represents the final Parmenidian spatial property
that everything is unchanging. One cannot move or get anywhere
in space

inhabitable objects occupy the same place simultaneously.
48
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4.3|

ATOMISTS’/GALILEAN EMPTY SPACE

“The Atomists’ theory posited for a universe that consisted of many atoms
and an infinite, empty void space.This spatial theory declared that empty
space occupied by atoms was as real as matter, and that empty space was an
infinite receptacle for material bodies.” (Author’s abstraction)

Figure 48 is an exploration of subjective contours. The brown box
is the shape of space. When it is removed, subjective contours and
ground are revealed to show space as a figure. This attempts to lend
some sense of ‘existence’ to immaterial space.

SPATIAL PROPERTIES TO EXPLORE ARCHITECTURALLY

1.

Space is empty and devoid of all matter.

2.

Empty space (vacuum) exists (ontologically).

3.

Independent existence from matter (and permeates objects)

4.

Movement is real

The property of space being ‘empty and devoid of matter’ readily
aligns itself to the Euclidean space of reality.To represent empty space
essentially means to show what already exists in the world. Following
this premise, the next logical step is to consider the strange paradoxthat empty space (nothing) is as real as matter.
Although empty space is essentially nothing, it is still philosophically
deemed to exist. Empty space is, somehow, a real medium. ‘Nothing
is something.’ Subjective contours were explored in order to imply
that the intangible exists. In figure 47, the white triangle perceived is
not really there- it doesn’t exist. Owing to the distorted boundaries

Fig 4.3.1 Suggestive contours

Another exploration of metaphorically representing the property that
empty space exists involved casting shadows from invisible objects.
In this exercise, the occupant in the space would feel somewhat
confused. This would lead to their perception that if something did
not exist, (in this case empty space), then it possessed some sort of
ghost like presence. This served to create a world where nothing is
somehow real.

of the black circles, it endows a subjective contour.This causes one to
perceive the triangle as existing even though it is nothing.

Fig 4.3.2 Atomist physical model exploring suggestive contours
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Fig 4.3.3 Exploring shadows casting from invisible objects

Fig 4.3.4 Model exploring suggestive contours
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The pull-apart box model in [figure 4.3.5] reveals two distinct types
of entities. The white cube represents a solid object, which is held
within a yellow accommodating object acting as a spatial medium.
The important feature of this model is that the space (yellow material)
is separable and independent from the white cube. As shown in the
model, the space can be completely removed from the objects it once
contained.This also happens in vice versa.The space is retained when
objects are removed.
The Atomist/Galilean spatial conception also features the property
of permeation through the material objects contained in it. As an
attempt to metaphorically represent this property, overlapping planes
were modelled which intercepted one another to form an overall
composition. This representation is an abstract formal representation
of space’s nature of permeating through objects. [Figure 4.3.6]

Top_ Fig. 4.3.5 Atomist pull-apart box.

Figure [figure 4.3.8] is a model of an ephemeral space. Lines of
movement exist through and underneath the object which enlivens
space through human circulation. It also casts continuously changing
shadows onto the ground plane. The multiplicity of slanted elements
around the perimeter of the model suggest movement and velocity.
[Figure 4.3.9] shows an empty spatial medium and a movable
object inside it. The kinetic object (brown box) shifts its position in
space to enclose and animate the larger empty spatial medium. This
movement of an object within space echoes back to the atomists’
empirical observations of movement which was the key premise of
their theory on space.

[Figure 4.3.7] represents the same property but actually shows space
permeating through objects, rather than just bodies permeating
through bodies.The model encompasses four individual empty boxes
that have been penetrated with holes to allow for Atomist/Galilean
space to permeate through the entire object.

Above_ Fig. 4.3.6 Atomist model exploring
overlapping elements
Top_ Fig. 4.3.8 Atomist pull-apart box.

Right_ Fig. 4.3.7 Atomist model exploring space
permeating through objects

Bottom_ Fig. 4.3.9 Model exploring
kinetic object in space
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4.4|

ARISTOTELIAN THEORY OF “PLACES”

Aristotle did not assume the existence of space. Rather, he asserts that only
“places” exist, into which bodies move and occupy. (Author’s abstraction)

SPATIAL PROPERTIES TO EXPLORE ARCHITECTURALLY
Object’s place

1.

Show places (for humans and architecture)

2.

Show objects occupying their “places.”

Top Left_ Fig. 4.4.1 An object’s place is the concave surface of its outermost boundary.

3.

Deny that space exists. (Isolate from Euclidean world)

Top Right_ Fig. 4.4.2 Hive

Object’s outer-most boundary

In order to metaphorically represent Aristotle’s view that space does

The spatial property of place is explored using hand-held, pull-apart

not exist but only ‘places,’ places will be shown along with objects

boxes [figure 4.4.3] When opened, the box reveals a quadrilateral hive

occupying these places. Aristotle described an object’s place as the

containing individual bodies.The places, represented by the hive, vary

“concave surface of its outermost (containing) boundary.” (REF:

in height, width, and length dimensions which articulates different

Jammer,7). Following this line of reasoning, the hexagonal hives

sized objects in the world. [Figure 4.4.4] is a micro-scale model that

become a helpful starting point and analogy for his concept of

explores the metaphorical connection between a body and its place.

place. The hive in figure 44 illustrates this position well. Here, each

The close-fitting, snug connection between the two components

individual body occupies its own place within the overall hive.

communicates Aristotle’s tenet that all places are unique to the shape
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of the bodies they contain.
56

Top_ Fig. 4.4.3 Aristotelian pull-apart model
Above_ Fig. 4.4.4 Exploration model of the metaphorical connection between an object and its place

Jammer, “Concepts of Space,” p.7.
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The initial models were advanced further by exploring Voronoi cell
tessellation. Voronoi cell tessellation is a pattern generated from a
set of points in space. The cells are defined by straight lines drawn
halfway between the original points which are perpendicular to the
point cloud’s delaunay triangulation. [figure 4.4.5]. This pattern is
primarily useful for generating an arrangement of places within the
limits of a predefined/sized world. Fundamentally, each point defined
by the Voronoi will occupy its own place. Further, that place will be
represented by the Voronoi cell itself.
Although the Voronoi pattern appears random, it is actually derived
from biological science.This complements the Aristotelean conception
Points in Space (PointCloud)

of space owing to its origins being steeped in the scientific discipline

Delaunay Triangulation

of biology.

Triangular Circumference
Voronoi Cells/Pattern

The way that human beings would move between place to place is of

Perpendicular Right Angles

primary importance for this spatial representation. Creating a strong
sense of transition between place to place and permitting only one

Above_ Fig. 4.4.5 Diagram explaining
Voronoi Cell Tessellation

human being to occupy a single place at a time helps to accurately

Left_ Fig. 4.4.6 Voronoi Cell exploration

articulate this theory. The images (facing page) are architectural

Left_ Fig. 4.4.7 Voronoi Cell exploration of places

representations of Aristotelean places created by using Voronoi cell

Mid_ Fig. 4.4.8 Schematic drawing showing
individual places

tessellation.

Right_ Fig. 4.4.9 Voronoi Cell exploration of places
showing human occupation
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4.5|

KANTIAN MENTAL SPACE

Kant’s theory of space maintained that reality was not spatial and that
space was the condition under which sense-perception operated. Based on the
premise that space was an a priori precondition of perception, Kant argued
that the human cognitive apparatus organised one’s experience into a threedimensional, mental spatial matrix.” (Author’s abstraction)

2.

Mental spatial matrix organizes perceptions of the world.

3.

Mental spatial matrix is organised according to Euclidean
geometry

space. As with the previous model, the observer can only see through

simulator their preconceptions of the world permits them knowledge

the space, but is prevented from being able to physically dwell in it.

of what lies externally to the simulator. Simultaneously, they are

These models reflect Kant’s main line of thinking. An observer can

truly like. However, in terms of Kantian spatial theory, humans cannot

visualize space, because their perceptions of the world are organised

know what exists outside their spatial matrix.

in it. However they can’t actually touch or dwell in space because
they are unable to determine whether the external world is spatial
Left_ Fig. 4.5.1_ Image of simulator

Space does not exist in the external world. (Deny space).

carry on out into the external world. Before the observer enters the

engaging in the simulation process and understanding what reality is

SPATIAL PROPERTIES TO EXPLORE ARCHITECTURALLY

1.

transparent material which denies direct physical connection to the

Right_ Fig. 4.5.2_Human perceiving the world through a spatial matrix

or not. A helpful analogy is a virtual reality simulator. The computer
operating system plays the role of one’s mental spatial matrix. A
person only perceives what can be shown through the computer.

The initial modelling design endeavoured to capture the first

The simulated reality does not exist outside the simulator nor can it

chosen property of Kantian space (i.e., that space doesn’t exist in
According to Kant, no spatial medium existed externally to the

the world.) However this proved troublesome. Exploring ways to

human mind. In order to successfully represent this line of thinking

deny the existence of space, (remembering that spatial exploration

metaphorically, the Kantian spatial representation needed to raise

was limited within the confines of a real-world, Euclidean spatial

awareness of two things. Firstly, that space only exists inside the

medium), became problematic. The problem was, ‘how to design a

observers mind and secondly that the spatial medium they think they

space that denies the existence of space?’ The initial models were

are perceiving in the external world is only a mental construct. Space

attempts at overcoming this. [Figure 4.5.3] represents an empty space

is not really there, since it is not an object of perception, but rather a

contained in an transparent box.This attempted to deny human tactile

mode of perceiving objects.

connection with the contained, quarantined space. In this model one
could see through space, but not physically touch it.
[Figure 4.5.5] shows four individual planes that define an open

Fig. 4.5.3_ Kantian model exploration one

Fig. 4.5.4 Kantian model exploration two

space. The space created has been filled (concreted in) with a solid,
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Fig. 4.5.5_ Kantian Model Three

4.6|

NON-EUCLIDEAN SPACE

“In non-Euclidean space, the shortest distance between two points in space is
a curved line.”

do not necessarily equal 180 degrees, owing to the shape of space
60

being curved. In this model, an infinite number of parallel lines can
pass through a single point in space. The parallel lines follow the
curvature of space, thus allowing multiple lines to pass through the
same point. [Figure 4.6.3]. In ordinary Euclidean space, only one

SPATIAL PROPERTIES TO EXPLORE ARCHITECTURALLY

1.

60

parallel line can do this.

60

Showing that the starting premises of non-Euclidean space

The pull-apart box model in [figure 3.5.4] demonstrates this

are fundamentally different to Euclidean space

difference between Euclidean and non-Euclidean space in terms of

Multiple parallel lines pass through a single point, resultant

parallel lines.The non-Euclidean box accommodates multiple parallel

from curved space

lines in the same direction, whereas the Euclidean box contains only

3.

Non-Homogeneous medium. (Distorted objects)

one parallel line in each direction. [Figure 4.6.5] explores the physical

4.

Non-Euclidean tessellations of surfaces

implications of attempting to embed non-Euclidean space into a

2.

Fig 4.6.1 Euclidean flat plane

built form. Assuming that each model represents a rectangular room,

Fig 4.6.2 Non-Euclidean flat plane

multiple ceilings are modelled parallel to the room’s floor.

Metaphorical representations of non-Euclidean space within a
Euclidean spatial medium can be achieved only as far as real-world
Euclidean limits allow. Significant limitations restrict what can be

Fig 4.6.4_ Non-Euclidean space pull-apart box

actually be shown within the world. The non-Euclidean dilemma is

Fig 4.6.5_ Non-Euclidean space. Multiple parallel planes to a given plane

Euclidean space. When objects rotate in a non-homogeneous space,

all previous theories were predicated upon. Figure 4.6.2 illustrates a

the object’s set of points do not stay equally spaced and coherent.The

significant difference between Euclidean and non-Euclidean space

object physically deforms as it transits through non-homogeneous

by comparing two-dimensional Euclidean and non-Euclidean flat
Further, the interior angles of triangles on the non-Euclidean plane

homogeneous nature. Of interest to the observer, located in Euclidean
space, is the way that physical objects behave and appear in non-

its divergence away from the Euclidean mathematical underlay that

planes. As seen, the non-Euclidean plane doesn’t really appear flat.

A fundamental property of non-Euclidean space is its non-

space. [Figure 4.6.6] shows an object’s form before it is rotated in
Fig 4.6.3_ Curved space fabric showing that multiple parallel lines pass through a single point and
that straight lines (geodesics) are curved.
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space. The second model speculates how the object may appear after
rotation.
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In order to visualize the unusual physical occurrences that occur
in non-Euclidean space, the next stage of exploration investigated
optical trickery techniques to make this happen. Considering that
non-Euclidean spaces are beyond the limits of human comprehension,
impossible objects were modelled. The purpose was to confuse
the observer into believing they were experiencing an alternative
spatial reality, such as non-Euclidean space. This approach allowed
the representation of spatial theories to engage the ‘mental’ realm
(i.e., one visualizes the spatial theories in their mind). Here, geometry
and architectural form is merely an ‘aid’ to assist the observer to
visualize and develop their own experience of the spatial theories.
The confusion in one’s mind is the spatial theory demonstration.
[Figures 4.6.7] shows photographs of a tri-bar model. The tri-bar is
an illusion model that depicts an impossible object. The aim was to
simulate the peculiar experience of non Euclidean space. This model
shows the sort of visual shapes that would appear in non-Euclidean
space. In order for one to experience the impossible object (which
is the spatial exhibition), one would need to be positioned in exactly
the right position in space to realise the experience. As one moves,
Fig. 4.6.6.When objects rotate in non-Euclidean space, they are
warped and deformed
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the spatial experience then ceases to exist. (as seen in the photograph).

Fig. 4.6.7. Exploring non-Euclidean space with impossible objects.The‘Escherian’ tri-bar.
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The next phase of the non-Euclidean spatial exploration investigated
tessellations of hyperbolic surfaces. The geometric model of nonEuclidean space of interest to this exploration is the Poincaré disk.
It is a two-dimensional representation of hyperbolic space (a type of
non-Euclidean space) that contains multiple geodesics (straight lines
through space). In order to create a Poincaré disk, multiple geodesics
on a hyperbolic plane are projected onto the two-dimensional,
Poincaré disk. Straight lines projected from the hyperbolic plane
generated tessellation on the Poincaré disk. Since the boundary of
the disk represents infinity, the tessellations become smaller in size as
they approach the edge of the disk. In fact, the tessellations never end
and thus, they continue infinitely (whilst exponentially decreasing in
size).

Geodesics in the Poincare disk.

Geodesics are straight lines. through space

Hyperbolic Plane

Fig. 4.6.11. Comparison of Non-Euclidean planes and Euclidean planes.

Fig. 4.6.15 Exploring pushing/pulling points on the tessellated surface. Creating a representation of
a non-Euclidean shape within a three-dimensional spatial medium.

Left_ Fig. 4.6.8. Escher’s Circle
Limit IV- Poicare tessellation generated
from Hyperbolic plane

Circle radius

Circle centre point

Fig. 4.6.12.Tessellation of
Euclidean triangular plane

Fig. 4.6.13.Tessellation of
Euclidean rectangular plane

Fig. 4.6.14.Tessellation of
Euclidean rectangular plane

Fig. 4.6.16 The Pseudo-sphere is a shape derived from the
hyperbolic plane

[Figures 4.6.12 - 4.6.16] explore various tessellations of the Poincaré
Disk (Hyperbolic plane). Tessellations on the Euclidean plane are also
Fig. 4.6.9. Projecting lines from Hyperbolic plane
onto the Poincare disk.

Geometrical construction of the Poincare Disk

Fig. 4.6.10. Geometrical construction of the Poincare Disk
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explored to examine to differences.
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4.7|

DISCUSSION OF SPATIAL EXPLORATIONS

As highlighted in chapter 4.0, there are two ways of dealing with

can always be explanations attached to the form and geometry doing

representations of the spatial theories. One approach attempts to

the representation.

simulate the theories. In other words, allude to them in order actually to
manipulate the observer into perceiving the spatial conceptions. This

The decision of choosing which approach to take was a vigorously

method can be labelled as objective illustrations of the theories. Here

debated question by project commentators. Only one approach could

the spatial theories are re-created cleverly through optical illusions.

be chosen to create a clear direction for the assignment to proceed.The

The core essence of this approach is manipulating the Euclidean

architectural focus of the abstract representation approach lead to this

spatial medium to recreate theories which could never conform to

method being adopted. How far could these abstract representations

Euclidean space. There are extreme limitations with this approach.

be pushed? This is a question for the following chapter…

For example, one limitation of this would be the futility in trying
to create the experience of a Parmenidean space full with matter. A
repeat refrain of this thesis is that spatial theories can never accurately
be re-created with a spatial medium. Our world is a Euclidean world
and attempts to deny this appear kitsch. If this approach is followed,
the architecture runs the risk of essentially becoming a ‘theme park.’
Diverging from this approach are the models which explore the
spatial theories in a more abstract manner. In this scenario, selected
properties of the theories are represented through architectural form
and geometry. This approach is labelled abstract representations, and
accepts the impossibility of accurately re-creating the spatial theories
using the Euclidean spatial medium. Instead, it advocates for abstract
representations through the form and geometry of the architecture.
Since the project has called for ‘metaphorical’ representations, there
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5.0

D E S I G N PA R T T WO :
A R C H I T E C T U R A L D E V E LO P M E N T

This chapter primarily investigates how the explorations of spatial
theories (in the previous chapter) can be implemented into an
architectural building design. In doing so, the following architectural
questions are addressed:
•

Where/what is a suitable building site for a building that
explores spatial theories?

•

How are architectural representations of spatial theory
possible?

•

How might the exhibition of spatial theories be organized
to show representations?

Various design development sketches
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5.1|

SITE SELECTION

In order to pursue the architectural development of the project, an
existing real site was required. The key intention of this study is to
represent various spatial theories within a Euclidean spatial medium.
Therefore, the crucial criteria for site location becomes Euclidean
space. Any physical location on earth would serve to allow the key
intentions of this project to be studied.
The chosen site is located on the promontory of Point Erin Peninsular
in Saint Marys Bay, Auckland City. This site currently accommodates
a public swimming pool complex.This surrounding green area is used
as a public park and reserve. Set a short distance away from Auckland’s
main CBD, Point Erin is an easily accessible urban location. However,
being on the periphery of the CBD, allows the planned building to
be isolated and removed from other major buildings and distractions.
The geographical typology of the site is a promontory. The highest
point difference, (the cliff drop), is 11 metres from the lowest point.
The site is also completely habitated by large trees and shrubs. The
trees act like a canopy/shelter which screen and enclose the site from
the infrastructural environs surrounding it (i.e., the motorway).

3-d Euclidean World

Figure 5.1.2 [View A] Vista from Point Erin site to Harbour Bridge

A key feature of this site, the Auckland Harbour Bridge, creates a
very strong visual axis. Motorists driving southbound will also have
a powerful line of sight and vista towards the potential building. See
[figure 5.1.11].

Fig. 5.1.3 [View B] Entrance Driveway into Point Erin.
Note canopy created by large trees

Fig. 5.1.1 Point Erin and its greater context. (Planet Earth - New Zealand - Auckland City Central)

Facing and being located right on Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour,
the site complements the harbour which accommodates human
urban activities. With commanding views west towards the Waitakere
Ranges and views east towards Auckland CBD, the architecture has
the potential to exploit these.

Fig. 5.1.4 [View C] Southern side of Point Erin
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Auckland Harbour Bridge

N
Proposed Harbour Bridge Park

Northern Motorway State Highway One

Westhaven Marina

Site: Existing Point Erin Pools

Fig. 5.1.5 Aerial Photograph of Point Erin and its immediate surroundings
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Auckland Harbour Bridge

Proposed Harbour Bridge Park

Northern Motorway State Highway One
Fig. 5.1.7 Photograph of Point Erin in relation to the Auckland Harbour Bridge

Westhaven Marina

Views
towards
C.B.D

Views towards Waitakare Ranges
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A

Site: Existing Point Erin Pools

b
Fig. 5.1.8 Longitudinal section a_a through Point Erin and Harbour Bridge (NTS)

C

Fig. 5.1.6 Point Erin site plan
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Fig. 5.1.9 [View D] Looking towards Point Erin promontory from Harbour Bridge Park

3-d Euclidean Space

Fig. 5.1.10 Cross section b_b through Point Erin and surroundings (NTS)

Fig. 5.1.11 Photograph looking at Point Erin from top of Harbour Bridge
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5.2|

STARTING WITH A EUCLIDEAN REFERENCE POINT

In order to organise the building into a comprehensive whole, some
sort of unifying element is needed to tie the spatial theories together.

The Euclidean reference plane was initially realised as a horizontal

This would provide the starting point for the building design.

bar floating above the canopy of trees skyward. The core driver for
detaching the building from the ground is to claim and occupy space

Because the spatial theories are to be metaphorically represented in a

in the sky. For the reason that the theories are so far removed from

Euclidean world, a Euclidean reference was established.The Euclidean

reality, a decision to reject the ground plane is justified.

reference essentially acts as a unifying element to the overall building.
It provides a reference for each spatial theory to be compared to, so

The explorations of each spatial theory would comprise of individual

that their differences to real-world, Euclidean space would be easily

‘pods’ suspended underneath the Euclidean plane. This model

understood. The notion of a Euclidean reference supporting and

embraces a very strong horizontal axis and direction. In turn, this lends

tieing the spatial theories together is also helpful. This is in order to

easy ‘walkable’ transitions between the ‘pods.’ Visitors could easily

explain that these theories are implemented into a Euclidean world.
Labelling the ‘structure’ of the building as a ‘Euclidean reference
point to reality’ allowed the visitor to distinguish between that which
is real (i.e., reference plane) and the abstract theories that are being

Fig. 5.2.1 Cross section through horizontal bar
(Euclidean Plane).Theories are suspended below

experienced within a Euclidean world framework.
Two alternative options were explored for constructing the Euclidean
reference point:
•

Horizontal Bar (Table-clothe type structure) in the sky:

		Euclidean Plane of reality
•

Tower cage:

		Euclidean Cage of reality

Fig. 5.2.3 Horizontal Bar concept ‘floating’ above Point Erin.View taken from Motorway (Southbound)
Fig. 5.2.2 Long section though horizontal bar
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meander around the structure to discover various spatial exhibitions.
The second alternative for a Euclidean reference point was a large
vertical cage propped in the sky. The spatial theories would be ‘held’
within the world via a structural cage. The Euclidean cage would
metaphorically represent reality, whilst the abstract concepts of space
would be awkwardly suspended within the internal space created by
the cage.
Fig. 5.2.4 Series of images showing the spatial theories ascending chronologically inside the cage.

The main advantage of the vertical cage is that it lends an extremely

Fig. 5.2.5 Perspective view looking at the vertical cage.Taken from harbour

clear linear axis/direction directly into the sky and space. Furthermore,
the vertical cage is conceived as an evolving tower and the spatial
theories are organised chronologically inside it. See [Figure 6.2.4].The
top of the tower is open-ended and indeterminate. This is symbolic
of an unfinished construction site and as new spatial theories are
discovered they are included and added to the top of the tower.
Another advantage of the vertical cage is that the one’s experience
of the building is not limited to internal experience. The sheer size
of the imposing structure makes it easily visible and communicates
the story of spatial theory to observers outside the building. One
can observe the tower evolve in conjunction with mankind’s
understanding of space.
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Open-ended construction site

The large, unfinished, messy structure provides an apt commentary

Euclidean cage of reality

on mankind’s struggle to understand space, Extending skywards and
being isolated from earth means the architecture metaphorically
negotiates a territory that denies reality to some extent.

Exhibition of spatial
theories held within cage

Whereas the horizontal bar provided ‘humanized’ spaces, the
vertical cage better articulates the insanity of the spatial theories as
a whole. One could never actually exist in the theories so the tower
communicates this message well.
(Note: the individual spatial theories and their properties were not
implemented into the initial alternatives).

External lifts_ circulation

Fig 5.2.6 Vertical tower/cage. Helicopter view

Fig. 5.2.7.Vertical Cage_ Alternative structural responses
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Fig. 5.2.8 Vertical cage/tower. Motorists’ view from harbour bridge

5.3|

KANTIAN SPATIAL THEORY AS THE 		
BUILDING CIRCULATION

The vertical cage/tower was chosen to be the Euclidean reference

The architecture will comprise of two main parts:

point to hold the theories within the world. The Euclidean reference
cage represents the notion that the spatial theories cannot properly

Structure:

exist in our world. Nor can they be easily represented metaphorically

Euclidean framework holds and supports the spatial theories in the

within the known Euclidean geometric limits. The vertical cage

world. It represents the Euclidean geometric limits that the world

represents these limits.

imposes on the representation of these theories.

Kant’s theory of space upheld the premise that space was the

Circulation:

condition under which one’s sense perception operated. Space was a

Kantian mental spatial matrix allows the visitor to experience the

pure matrix that arranged our perceptions of the world according to

other spatial theories. The Kantian circulation is the interface

Euclidean geometry. Kant would argue that space was not an object

between the human visitor and the spatial theories in the tower. The

of perception, but rather, was a mode of perceiving objects in the

circulation needs to raise awareness that space is only part of a mental

world.

construct used to perceive things (such as the other spatial theories).

Euclidean Reference Cage

Fig. 5.3.2. Kantian spatial matrix

Kantian Mental Spatial Matrix
as the Circulation.

The circulation is not an object of perception in itself, but rather,
Taking Kant’s line of reasoning, the building circulation essentially

provides a way of perceiving and understanding the other theories

acts as the Kantian mental spatial matrix.The circulation paths around

of space.

the building allows one to experience the spatial theories inside the
tower.

Fig. 5.3.1. Kantian spatial theory as the circulation.
Structure as the Euclidean framework
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Fig.5.3.3.Vertical Cage with Kantian
circulation in red. (artistic impression)
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5.4|

DIVIDING THE BUILDING INTO THREE
SEPARATE WORLDS

Indeterminate World

The tower is divided into three horizontal sections
Indeterminate World: The top section of the tower is comprised
of an open-ended, incomplete structure. This part of the building
symbolizes mankind’s unfinished and unresolved understanding
of space. This area is not habitable. More accurately, it functions as
a marker to mankind’s progress and as a signpost to future spatial
understanding.
Spatial/theoretical
World

Figure 5.4.2.Transition between natural world to spatial theoretical world. (Open-air elevators)

Spatial/Theoretical World: The middle part of the tower will
accommodate the metaphorical representations for each of the six
spatial theories. The aim is to accurately communicate their core
properties and place in the journey of spatial thought. They are the
foundations of future understanding. The Kantian circulation will

Natural World

allow the visitor to experience this world.
Natural World: The lower third of the building will articulate and
emphasise the natural world. The existing canopy of trees, coupled
with birdlife and the peaceful environs locate the building in the
actual and real world. The stark contrast to the ‘theoretical world’
immediately above will be deliberate. The transition through the
canopy of trees skyward into space will mark this important threshold.
.

Fig. 5.4.1.Tower section showing three different worlds
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In the earlier tower/Euclidean cage design, the building’s physical
connection to the ground plane was inadequate. In order to improve
this connection and allow proper architectural engagement with
Point Erin, the overall shape of the building was redesigned. A more
complex geometrical shape was developed which incorporated the
following architectural elements:
The enhanced tower design now consists of three architectural
components/legs. These three elements provide the tower’s primary
structural system and contain features of movement and circulation
through the building.
The three structural components disperse towards the ground plane.
This serves to create a well-defined public space at ground level. A
primary consideration for the building design was to define space at
ground level for the public to use.The declivity of the ground surface
also helps to create a stronger spatial figure at floor level
The overall shape is attenuated and tapers off in a skyward direction.
The objective is to symbolise two things. One is progress and the
idea of growth. The other is the sense of frailness and indeterminacy
at the top.

Fig. 5.4.6.Worm’s Eye view of Tower
Fig. 5.4.5. Sectional detail of architectural leg/
component
Fig. 5.4.4. 3-d Computer model of
improved tower shape

Fig. 5.4.3. 3D Print model of improved tower shape
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Fig. 5.4.9 Attenuated tower in relation to Harbour Bridge

The dispersed ground level provides a solid platform for the tower.
Structurally it is very strong and supports the theories of space above
it.
The three architectural legs/elements tie the whole tower together.
There is a slight sense of transparency through the tower. This lends
ambiguity to the space contained within the three tall elements. It is
unclear whether the space contained within, is the tower’s own space,
or whether it is the space of the external world.

Entry

Fig. 5.4.7. Physical model showing canyon public thoroughfare underneath tower.

Fig. 5.4.8. Physical model showing canyon public thoroughfare path
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The Point Erin site presents an opportunity to create a pedestrian
connection between the southern residential area and the northern
harbour environment. This flow was intentionally implemented into
the ground floor design. Having a public thoroughfare through the
ground space will enliven the base of the building.

Fig. 5.4.10 Tower leg component
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THREE ABSTRACT CATEGORIES OF 		
SPATIAL THEORY
The categories provide an initial wide angle lens through which to

To simplify the task of articulating the six different spatial theories,

view the broader picture. The categorisation helps communicate the

each will be allocated to one of three broader categories. The

three core philosophical/scientific ideas about space, without having

individual theories contain common properties that allow for this

to delve through the individual characteristics and defining tenets of

and include:

each theory.

Discovery non-Euclidean geometry in mathematics

The categorisation of the theories of space will occur in the dialogue

“Elements” on Euclidean geometry is published

1.

?

Kantian Space

Aristotlean Theory of Places

2000

1500

Newtonian Space
Einstein/non-Euclidean Space

1000

500 BC

Pythagorean Theory of Space

000

Atomist empty space

500

Parmenidean Space

+

Theories which assert the existence of empty Space

		Atomist/Galilean space

and development of the project. Further it should be seen and read
visually in the overall formal composition of the final building. To
this end, there ought to be three distinct elements or languages in the

2.

Theories which expound Space is low-density Matter

building. Listed are possible architectural languages for each spatial

		Pythagorean space

category. These will help guide the process when the architectural

		Einstein/non-Euclidean space

spatial theories are implemented into the building.

3.

Theories which deny the existence of Space in the world
(labelled ‘non-spaces’)

		Parmenidean space
		Aristotelian places

Fig 5.5.1 Time-line of spatial theories according to categories
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Kantian mental spatial matrix
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2500

The first abstract spatial category is Empty Space. The main

The second abstract spatial category is Space as low density Matter.

2000
2500

representational property of theories in this category will comprise

The theories within this category should adhere to the formal qualities

1500
2000

empty space which permeates out into the known, external world.
Owing to the perceptible similarities between the empty space
category and the Euclidean space of reality, the boundary conditions

of showing a solid lattice of mass in space. These theories need to

1000
1500

contrast the opposing theories under the ‘Empty Space’ category.

500

The lighting qualities of Space as low density Matter should show

Atomist/Galilean
space: Multiple planes
1000
define an open and empty space. Atomist/
000
Galilean500
space permeates into the external
world.

between these two mediums can be loose. The lighting quality of the
empty space category should be dark to articulate emptiness in space.

space is denied
(non-spaces)

Dismantling components
Formal Qualities:
Skeletal
(empty
(subtracting
to reveal
space fromspace)
matter) matter
space as (rarefied)

Light Qualities:Monocoque
Dark (emptiness)

Dismantling components
Mass
FORMAL QUALITIES
(subtracting to reveal space from
METAPHORICAL QUALITIES
matter)
filtering
light
LIGHT QUALITIES
Monocoque

Mass
filtering light

space is denied
(non-spaces)

Contrast- mix
weird- another world
inside outmix
Contrast-

weird- another world

500

Pythagorean Space:The interstitial space
between four separate mass-objects is
endowed with pressure.

space as empty/void

000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

000

500 BC
500 BC

(For the purposes of this project, non-Euclidean space is perceived as

Assembling components (matter)
(adding to create space from nothing)
space as empty/void

space as (rarefied) matter
space as (rarefied) matter

low-density matter. Non-Euclidean space describes Einstein’s curved

Skeletal
Space
Assembling
components (matter)

Real World Euclidean Space (external)

(adding to create space from nothing)

The Four Conditions to work with

METAPHORICAL QUALITIES

LIGHT QUALITIES

1000

is comprised of low-density matter.
space as (rarefied) matter

2000

1500

that particles exist to reflect light in space. This articulates that space

000

500 BC

2500

filtering and trickling light permeating through space to demonstrate

500 BC

FORMAL QUALITIES

Non-Euclidean space: A distorted lattice
creates an overall shape where parallel
lines are curved. Represents non-Euclidean
premise that the shortest distance between
two points in space is a curved line.

dark (empty)
Skeletal
Space

Primary Matter

dark (empty)

Internal enclosed space

space-time fabric where space is comprised of quantum foam/

Formal Qualities: Monocoque, Mass.

matter.)

Light Qualities: Filtered light.

Dismantling components
components
(subtractingDismantling
to reveal space
from

(subtracting
METAPHORICAL QUALITIES
matter) to reveal space from
METAPHORICAL QUALITIES
matter)
Monocoque
Monocoque
Mass
FORMAL QUALITIES
Mass
FORMAL QUALITIES

filtering light
LIGHT QUALITIES
filtering light
LIGHT QUALITIES

m
space as empty/void
space
as matter

n

space is denied

inside out

Secondary Matter

v

Parti diagrams
Parti diagrams

space is denied
(non-spaces)

n

space is denied

space as empty/void

v
space as empty/void

mm

space as matter
space as matter

Fig 5.5.3 Parti diagram for theories which expound space is low density matter

Fig 5.5.2 Parti diagram for theories that assert the existence of empty space
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weird- another world
weird- another world

Space as matter. Lattice through empty
space to expound space is low-density
matter.This will contrast the ‘empty space’
category.

structure

diagrams
diagrams
PartiParti

space as matter

m

Contrast- mix
Contrast- mix

inside out

inside out

space as matter

space is denied
space is denied
(non-spaces)
(non-spaces)
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n n

space is denied
space is denied

structure

The Four Conditions to

Spatial theories which deny the existence of space belong to the

Aristotelean Space: Places are shown in
25002500
isolation from external Euclidean spatial
medium.

category entitled non- space. The theories within this category will

20002000

be isolated from the space of the outside, external world because they
completely deny the existence of space.
space is denied
(non-spaces)

15001500

10001000

space as empty/void

Aristotelian spatial representation: ‘Places’ exist inside a faceted
enclosure. Isolated from the external world/space in order to deny
the existence of space.

500 500

000 000

2500
500 BC
500 BC

straight lines are curved
2000

Einstein/
non-Euclidean

as (rarefied)
space space
as (rarefied)
mattermatter

Kantian
Gallelio/
Newtonian

1500

Formal Qualities: Inside-out

FORMAL QUALITIES

Kinetic

Aristotleanism
Shadows

500
disjunction
between places

Monocoque
Monocoque
MassMass

FORMAL QUALITIES
Light Qualities:Transcendental
(alternative world)

places
1000

is denied
space space
is denied
(non-spaces)
(non-spaces)

Dismantling
components
Dismantling
components
(subtracting
to reveal
(subtracting
to reveal
space space
from from
METAPHORICAL
QUALITIES
matter)
METAPHORICAL
QUALITIES
matter)

PARADOX

QUALITIES
LIGHTLIGHT
QUALITIES

filtering
filtering
lightlight

as empty/void
space space
as empty/void

Assembling
components
(matter)
Assembling
components
(matter)
(adding
to create
nothing)
(adding
to create
space space
from from
nothing)

ContrastContrastmix mix
another
weird-weirdanother
worldworld

Skeletal
Skeletal
Space
Space

Parmenidian spatial representation:Two objects co-existing in the
same space to articulate ‘fullness.’

Multiplicity

Inside out parti- representation denies the
existence of space

000
Atomism

full, solid & one

500 BC
Pythagorean
separation
space as matter

Parmenidean
continuous surface
space is denied
(non-spaces)

Atomist/Galilean spatial representation: Empty space permeates
into the outside world.

(empty)
darkdark
(empty)

inside out
inside out

Parti
diagrams
Parti diagrams

space as matter

Non-Euclidean spatial representation: Curved and distorted
lattice represents curved-space.

space as empty/void

Fig 5.5.5. Organisation of the spatial theories (chronological)

Pythagorean spatial representation: Individual plane separated
from tower represents spatial separation.

mm
as matter
spacespace
as matter

nn
is denied
spacespace
is denied

vv
as empty/void
spacespace
as empty/void

Fig 5.5.6. Section through building attempting to represent spatial
theories according to the three categories.

Fig 5.5.4 Parti diagram for theories that deny the existence of space
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DESIGN AMENDMENTS

The architectural design has not been entirely resolved at this current
stage.There is still space for further development and improvement in
the ‘Design Part Two’ Chapter of this research.
Elements of the building that can be resolved to a higher level include:
•

Resolving the Kantain circulation through the building.

•

Implementing the theories into the tower on a more
detailed level.

M U S E U M O F S PA C E
MASTER THESIS PROJECT

“What are the limits of Metaphorical Representations of Spatial Theories that can be achieved in
Architecture?”
From Pythagoras to Einstein, philosophers and modern scientific thinkers have considered and debated the Concept
Maungawhau

‘Line of Sight’ from motorway.

of Space bequeathing it ‘the cornerstone’ of systems to understand the world. But what exactly is the impalpable

allowing motorists to see sugestions of inside
spaces. mechanical lifts/services

medium known as space? What have historical and contemporary theories of space asserted about reality and the

Waitakere Ranges

world? And what are the implications for built architecture if one is to take these theories seriously?

Rangitoto

This thesis investigates six pre-eminent theories of space. It attempts to metaphorically represent these theories
within a Euclidean world. (A Euclidean world is the space of everyday human affairs on earth). By definition, this is

Harbour Bridge (Movement)

an impossible task. During the exploration process, inherent difficulties quickly became apparent. Problematic was
the relationship between built architecture and the impossible space described by the theories. The architectural
representation of spatial theories would always be limited by the constraints of real-world, Euclidean space. Thus

Fig 5.6.1 Axonometric showing tower without spatial explorations
Facing page Far: Perspective Image: Openended Tower in the Landscape.
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Facing page Close: 3D Print Model of Tower.

this building could only explore the limits of metaphorical representations of spatial theories that are possible in our
Euclidean world.
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The Indeterminate World

The Impossible Spatial World

The tower’s mechanical
circulation represents Kant’s
Mental Spatial Matrix.

Above: Sited on Auckland’s Point Erin Peninsular, this troubling building negotiates the metaphorical territory
between real space and theoretical space.

The Natural World

Above: Immanuel Kant’s theory of space maintained that reality was not spatial and that space was the precondition
under which sense-perception operated.Taking Kant’s line of reasoning, the building circulation acts as the Kantian
Mental Spatial Matrix, allowing building visitors to experience the spatial theories inside the tower. In this sense,

Right: The building is comprised of a vertical cage/tower that holds the impossible spatial theories in the world.

Kant’s circulation is not an object of perception in itself, but rather, is a mode of perceiving and the other theories

The tower is also horizontally divided into three separate worlds: the ‘Natural World,’ the ‘Impossible Spatial World’

of space inside the tower.

and the ‘Indeterminite World.’

Left:The base of the tower, the “Natural World,” articulates real space as we perceive it.The natural environs of the
site, coupled with the canopy of trees and water locate the building visitor in the actual, real world.

The stark contrast to the ‘Impossible Spatial World’ immediately above is
deliberate. . .
102
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Primary and secondary
structural systems support the
Kantian circulation paths.

Exploration of
Theoretical Space
The ‘Impossible
Spatial World’

1.

1

2

3

Parmenidean Space
External Cage
The ‘External Cage’ holds the Impossible

Parmenides’ compelling argument that ‘nothing existed besides Being’ shaped his

Spatial Theories in the world. It also represents

theory of space which denied the existence of space in the universe. He asserted that

the limitations that Euclidean Space imposes
on representation of the theories

Kantian Mental
Spatial Matrix
Interface between outside
Euclidean Space and the
internal Theoretical Space

Left: Photograph of 3d printed model
Right: Exploded-Axo drawing of tower
104

the world was a compact, motionless plenum of matter, grounded in a single entity.

Selected architectural properties explored include: Fullness and Continuous surfaces.
1.

Start with two separate planes

2.

Bridge opposite segments together to create one body

3.

Create a full body and continuous surface
105

1

2

3

Pythagorean Space
Pythagorean Space was conceived as a limiting agent between bodies, endowed with pressures
and tensions to keep objects separated and apart.

Selected architectural properties explored include: Spatial Separation and Pressurized - surfaces
1.

Start with triangular surface

2.

Pull boundary points on surface

3.

Relax surface to create pressurized space

2

3

Points in Space (PointCloud)
Delaunay Triangulation

1

Triangular Circumference
Voronoi Cells/Pattern
Perpendicular Right Angles

Aristotelean Space

Non-Euclidean Space

Aristotle did not assume the existence of space. Rather, he asserted that only “places” exist, into

In non-Euclidean space, the shortest distance between two points is a curved line.

which bodies move and occupy.

Selected architectural properties explored include: Multiple parallel lines passing through a single
Selected architectural properties explored include: Showing places/cells

point.
1.

Start with multiple parallel Euclidean planes

1.

Start with a 2-dimensional Voronoi pattern

2.

Rotate planes through a single point

2.

Create Voronoi cells in 3-dimensional Euclidean space

3.

Drop and slide planes

3.

Create solid planes between cells to generate “places.”

2

1

106

3
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The Indeterminate World: The top section of the tower (“The Indeterminate World”) is left open-ended and incomplete. It
functions as a marker to mankind’s progress and as a signpost to future spatial understanding, lending a sense of uncertainty
and intrigue. This is a place where a plethora of spatial questions can be generated and exported on to future projects.

108
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CONCLUSION
in the universe. Philosophers can ponder and write about space.

SUMMARY AND CRITICAL APPRAISAL
OF THE RESEARCH

Mathematicians can experiment and develop virtual spaces. However

This thesis explored the various ways that space has been understood

achieved. This was owing to the reality that architects work within

in the light of history. Space is usually perceived empirically- the

a three dimensional Euclidean space/framework. A selected number

boundless, three-dimensional expanse which is the precondition of

of properties of the different spatial theories were considered to

the existence of things. However, multiple theories and assertions have
been formulated to try and address the scientific and philosophical

architects must work with real space. Architectural practice is a
discipline that only needs to deal with Euclidean space. Architects
do not create space nor need to create spatial conceptions. Euclidean
space already exists any time and any where in the world.

help determine the feasibility of representing theories of space in
architecture. This too, proved problematic and demonstrated that the

Owing to the nature of spatial scholarship and theory, this thesis

only way to achieve some form of representation was metaphorically.

remains open and incomplete. The development of spatial thought

architectural world.

Even so, explanation in the form of narratives was still required.

runs concurrent with man’s existence. Space may be the final frontier

The core questions posed by this thesis were:

Given that this thesis was conducted at the theoretical level over the

questions posed in relation to space. These theories readily exist in
the philosophical and scientific realms, but are rarely expressed to the

but human endeavour wants to conquer it. Modern research and

practical level begs the question - Has the project been a success? Yes
•

What are the limits of metaphorical representations of
various theories of space that can be achieved in architecture?

•

What, if anything, can be represented architecturally?

and no. The original intention was shown to be a little optimistic
and not easily or realistically resolved. It would be naïve to think

thought have introduced the concepts of

Dark matter and the

String theory. The last chapter is not complete and this thesis is open
ended. Max Jammer puts it succinctly - “the problem of space is still
unfinished business.”57

otherwise.

Research into the history of spatial theory quickly pointed to inherent

The different theories have proven that they can only be represented

problems for this thesis. Initially the project began by exploring

metaphorically (at best) and are of limited value in architecture. They

the alternative theories and asking how they could be recreated in

are hugely important in the academic world but remain confined

the world. As the investigation deepened, impassable conflict arose

to the realm of scholarship. Further, they are helpful in recounting

between real Euclidean space and the various theories. From the

the story of mankind’s journey to understand the concept of space

57

Jammer, Concepts of Space, p. 215.

outset it was accepted that precise spatial representation could not be

110
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F U T U R E D I A LO G U E A N D D I S C U SS I O N

This thesis is only part of a larger study on the topic. A plethora of
questions can be generated and exported from this project to the
next project. There is ample room for further study in this area. The
virtual world would be one avenue that this project could possibly
morph in to. Computer scripting and virtual worlds are increasingly
becoming a significant component of architectural theory. Consider
the advances of Marcos Novak’s spatial investigations in the virtual
world. Such a venture would be an avenue well worth pursuing.
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Fig. 2.1.4 Planet Earth according to Parmenides’ theory of space.
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could be visualized.
Fig. 4.2.2 Convex/concave by M.C Escher. Parts of the drawing
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Fig. 4.1.4 Pythagorean Model: Spatial separation
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Fig. 4.1.5 Pythagorean Model: Limits and frontiers
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Fig. 2.1.11 Euclidean geometry: Only one parallel line through a
Fig. 2.1.12 Non-Euclidean geometry: Multiple parallel lines can
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sliding frames- http://lulu101.typepad.com/exhibition_

three dimensions. Note: Coordinate systems like these were
developed centuries after Euclid.

Fig. 2.2.10 Mobius House model- http://atelier10.wordpress.com/

projects/032011/rx410/b7bc65f7.jpg
Fig. 2.2.1 Maison d’ Artiste model- Yve- Alain Bois, “Monandrian

Parmenidian world. The interior space is matter.
Fig. 2.1.3 Illustration showing a human being occupying a solid

Fig. 4.1.9 Pythagorean parabolic forms: Human occupation.

Fig. 4.1.6 Pythagorean Model: Architecturalizing spatial separation

bergoiata.org/fe/Escher/escher_csg035_moebius_band_

Fig. 4.1.7 Pythagorean model_ Gravity separating two forms.

II.jpg

Fig. 4.1.8 Pythagorean pull-apart box one: Pressurized space inside.

space
Fig. 4.2.5 Exploring shadows to illude object from space
Fig. 4.2.7 Parmenidian model showing that matter and matter
interlocking to create one entity
Fig. 4.2.8 Boulle’s Cenotaph for Newton in a Parmenidian World.
The interior space is matter
Fig. 4.2.9 Parmenidian pull-apart box revealing ‘fullness’ in space

Fig. 2.2.9 Max Reinhardt Haus and Moebius principles. http://cgg-
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Fig. 4.2.10 Parmenidian ‘two forms; model

Fig. 4.4.11 Voronoi Cell exploration of places showing human

Fig. 4.2.11 Parmenidian ‘continuous’ model

occupation

Fig. 4.6.10 Geometrical construction of the Poincare Disk
Fig. 4.6.11 Comparison of Non-Euclidean planes and Euclidean
planes.

Fig. 4.3.1 Suggestive contours- http://www.intropsych.com/ch04_`

Fig. 4.5.1 Image of simulator- Tom Porter, The Architect’s Eye. p.1.

Fig. 4.6.12 Tessellation of Euclidean triangular plane

Fig. 4.5.2 Human perceiving the world through a spatial matrix

Fig. 4.6.13 Tessellation of Euclidean rectangular plane

Fig. 4.3.2 Atomist physical model exploring suggestive contours

Fig. 4.5.3 Kantian model exploration one

Fig. 4.6.14 Tessellation of Euclidean rectangular plane

Fig. 4.3.3 Exploring shadows casting from invisible objects

Fig. 4.5.4 Kantian model exploration two

Fig. 4.6.15 Exploring pushing/pulling points on the tessellated

Fig. 4.3.4 Model exploring suggestive contours

Fig. 4.5.5 Kantian Model Three

senses/04subjectivetriangle.jpg

Fig. 4.3.5 Atomist pull-apart box.
Fig. 4.6.1 Euclidean flat plane

Fig. 4.3.7 Atomist model exploring space permeating through

Fig. 4.6.2 Non-Euclidean flat plane
lines pass through a single point and that straight lines

Fig. 4.3.9 Model exploring kinetic object in space

(geodesics) are curved.

boundary.

Fig. 5.1.1 Point Erin and its greater context. (Planet Earth - New

Fig. 5.1.11 Photograph looking at Point Erin from top of Harbour
Bridge
Fig. 5.2.1 Cross section through horizontal bar (Euclidean Plane).
Theories are suspended below
Fig. 5.2.2 Long section though horizontal bar
Fig. 5.2.3 Horizontal Bar concept ‘floating’ above Point Erin.

plane
Fig. 4.6.6 When objects rotate in non-Euclidean space, they are
warped and deformed
Fig. 4.6.7 Exploring non-Euclidean space with impossible objects.
‘Escherian’ tri-bar.
Fig. 4.6.8 Escher’s Circle Limit IV- Poicare tessellation generated
from Hyperbolic plane
Fig. 4.6.9 Projecting lines from Hyperbolic plane onto the Poincare

Fig. 5.2.4 Series of images showing the spatial theories ascending

Zealand - Auckland City - Central)
Fig. 5.1.3 [View B] Entrance Driveway into Point Erin.

Fig. 4.4.7 Voronoi Cell exploration of places
Fig. 4.4.8 Schematic drawing showing individual places

(NTS)

View taken from motorway.

Fig. 4.6.5 Non-Euclidean space. Multiple parallel planes to a given

Fig. 4.4.5 Diagram explaining Voronoi Cell Tessellation
Fig. 4.4.6 Voronoi Cell exploration

hyperbolic plane

Fig. 5.1.2  [View A] Vista from Point Erin site to Harbour Bridge

Fig. 4.4.4 Exploration model of the metaphorical connection
between an object and its place

Fig. 4.6.16 The Pseudo-sphere is a shape derived from the 		

Fig. 4.6.4 Non-Euclidean space pull-apart box

Fig. 4.4.2 Hive
Fig. 4.4.3 Aristotelian pull-apart model

Fig. 5.1.10 Cross section B_B through Point Erin and surroundings

Fig. 4.6.3 Curved space fabric showing that multiple parallel

Fig. 4.3.8 Atomist pull-apart box.
Fig. 4.4.1 An object’s place is the concave surface of its outermost

surface. Creating a representation of a non-Euclidean shape

Harbour Bridge Park

within a three-dimensional spatial medium.

Fig. 4.3.6 Atomist model exploring overlapping elements
objects

Fig. 5.1.9 [View D] Looking towards Point Erin promontory from

chronologically inside the cage.
Fig. 5.2.5 Perspective view looking at the vertical cage. Taken
from harbour

Fig. 5.1.4 [View C] Southern side of Point Erin

Fig. 5.2.6 Vertical tower/cage. Helicopter view

Fig. 5.1.5 Aerial Photograph of Point Erin and its immediate

Fig. 5.2.7 Vertical Cage_ Alternative structural responses

surroundings

Fig. 5.2.8 Vertical Cage/tower. Motorists’ view from Harbour

Fig. 5.1.6 Point Erin site plan

Bridge

Fig. 5.1.7 Photograph of Point Erin in relation to the Auckland
Harbour Bridge
Fig. 5.1.8 Longitudinal section A_A through Point Erin and 		
Harbour Bridge (NTS)

disk.
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Fig. 5.3.1 Kantian spatial theory as the circulation. Structure as
the Euclidean framework

Fig. 5.5.4 Organization of the spatial theories (chronological)
Fig. 5.5.5 Parti diagram for theories that deny the existence of
space

Fig. 5.3.2 Kantian spatial matrix
Fig. 5.3.3 Vertical Cage with Kantian circulation in red. (artistic
impression)

Fig. 5.5.6 Section through building attempting to represent the
spatial theories according to the three categories.

Fig. 5.4.1 Tower section showing three different worlds

Fig. 5.6.1 Axonometric of tower without spatial explorations.

Fig. 5.4.2 Transition between natural world to spatial theoretical

(Additional images in Chapter 5.6.1 are of the author’s final presentation.)

world. (Open-air elevators)
Fig. 5.4.3 3-d Print model of improved tower shape

Fig. 9.1.1 3D Print Model of Final Building Design

Fig. 5.4.4 3-d Computer model of improved tower shape

Fig. 9.1.2 Presentation for eVolo Skyscraper Competition 2013
(Panel 1)

Fig. 5.4.5 Sectional detail of architectural leg/component
Fig. 5.4.6 Worm’s Eye view of Tower

Fig. 9.1.3 Presentation for eVolo Skyscraper Competition 2013
(Panel 2)

Fig. 5.4.7 Physical model showing canyon public thoroughfare
underneath tower.

Fig. 9.1.4 Presentation for NZIA Graphisoft Student Design Award
2012

Fig. 5.4.8 Physical model showing canyon public thoroughfare path
Fig. 5.4.9 Attenuated tower in relation to Harbour Bridge

Fig. 9.1.5 Final Models

Fig. 5.4.10 Tower leg component
Fig. 5.5.1 Time line of spatial theories according to categories

All photographs, models, and images were created by the author

Fig. 5.5.2 Parti diagram for theories that assert empty space

unless otherwise stated.

Fig. 5.5.3 Parti diagram for theories which expound space is low
density matter
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APPENDIX 2

F I N A L P R E S E N TAT I O N D R AW I N G S

Refer to final presentation drawings on following pages.

Fig 9.1.1 3D Print Model of Final Building Design
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Fig 9.1.2 Presentation for eVolo Skyscraper Competition 2013 (Panel 1)

Fig 9.1.2 Presentation for eVolo Skyscraper Competition 2013 (Panel 2)
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Fig 9.1.3 Presentation for NZIA Graphisoft Student Design Awards 2012.

Fig 9.1.4 Final Models
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